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Dec. 21, 2012: Are you ready?

Doomsday Preppers
End-of-the-worlders offer view past operational security

KYLE NAPIER | knapier@cjournal.ca

T

here are several theories proposing Dec. 21,
2012 is the doomsday harbinger. Whether
it’s the cyclical shift in the Mayan calendar,
economic collapse, or a ‘dark rift’ in the Milky Way,
some doomsday theorists are taking preparatory
measures.
Both Shannan Slifka and Anthony Fedun confidently believe they would live two years past a
pending apocalypse.
Slifka has been hosting seasonal winter parties for
8 years, but claims this year’s solstice will be different.
She is planning for economic collapse, shifting tectonic plates, oceans flooding Alberta, and crumbling
cities and mountains.
“The breaking point is soon,” Slifka says.
She has two storage caches in northern Alberta with
25 large bins. These are filled with dried goods that she
cycles out regularly so they don’t expire.
Anthony Fedun has been a house framer for six
years and says trade skills would be an asset in a
doomsday scenario.
“Something’s changing in the world, and who
knows what it is,” Fedun says. “The equator could be
changing. Our gravitational pull could be changing.”
Fedun says he doubts the Mayan theory will happen,
but is preparing for solar storms from the Milky Way.
“The two aligning is just mind-blowing,” he says.
Fedun claims that solar storms from the Milky Way
will compromise access to electricity. To travel during these times, he purchased two Buick Regals with
interchangeable parts and non-electric ignitions.
Both Fedun and Slifka say prepping hardly affects
their everyday life - only having to make 15-minute
trips outside of regular shopping and spending an
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additional $100 to $200 a month.
They say they will maintain their current lifestyle
even if no doomsday threat immediately presents
itself on Dec. 21.
Professional views on doomsday
Kathryn Reese-Taylor teaches Mayan archeology
at the University of Calgary. She says we have not
reason to be concerned.
“[Western culture] has greatly exaggerated the
apocalyptic aspects, because there are no apocalyptic aspects associated with the change of this era,”
Reese-Taylor says.

“The breaking point
is soon.”
— Shannan Slifka,
prepper
She says that a deity named Bolon Yokte is expected to oversee the event. She says he is written as
a responsible saint, guiding the transition from the
twelfth Bak’tun to the thirteenth on Dec. 21 – with
each Bak’tun representing about 400 years.
Phil Langill, director of the Rothney Astrophysical
Observatory, teaches astrophysics at the University
of Calgary. He also doesn’t expect any doomsday
situations.
“There are no red flags on any radar screen that
I’ve seen that offer any interesting or unusual happenings in the ways of life on planet Earth,” Langill

says. “There is always the potential that the earth
could get smacked by something – but that’s totally
unpredictable and random.”
Doomsday celebrations
Jess Thomson, a Calgarian who moved to Rossland, B.C. six years ago, plans to marry her fiancé,
Steve Williams, on Dec. 21, 2012.
“This date came around with
Armageddon,”Thomson says. “We just love the hype
behind it.”
It will be a costume themed event, and the couple
is encouraging people to dress up as their favourite
era.
The couple is calling the event “Armaweddon.”
Kenna Burima, an active member of Calgary’s
music scene, has received a grant through the
Calgary 2012 initiative for the End of the World
Music Festival. Nineteen local bands will be getting
together, having pitched multimedia performances
answering to what they would perform for their last
show on earth.
“I think that this is a real way that we can celebrate
ourselves and our community, and do it in a way that
we can pay homage to the end of times and doomsday concepts,” Burima says.
Despite their fascination, neither Burima or
Thomson say that they believe Dec. 21 will be the
end-of-times.
“I just hope there isn’t a snowstorm,” Thomson
says.
The End of the World Music Festival will take place
at the #1 Legion on Dec. 21.
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Inclusive language

Why it’s more important than ever to think before you speak
JOCELYN DOLL | jdoll@cjournal.ca
Stone also said that using sayings
and phrases that we don’t know the
historical context for could be exclusive.
For example in the Oxford Dictionary,
the word “moron” is defined as a stupid
person, but Oxford also gives the historical meaning: an adult with the mental
limitations of an eight to 12-year-old.
The new definition of the word is insulting enough, but perhaps the person had
an ancestor that was labelled with the
medical term moron, now it’s even more
offensive.

Photo illustration: Jocelyn Doll/Calgary Journal

Small changes make a big difference when tackling exclusive language

A

noush Newman, an Armenian,
grew up in Baghdad. When she
first immigrated to Canada, her
brother’s friend accused her of fibbing.
But because of cultural differences, the
phrase “you’re pulling my leg” confused
her.
Without realizing it, the friend was excluding Newman from the conversation.
Besides politically incorrect or what is
considered derogatory use of language,
there are many other ways language
can be unintentionally exclusive, diversity advocates say.

WHAT IS IT?
Stone described inclusive language as
“language that includes and reflects the
diversity of those in our community in a
respectful and accurate way.”
She included non-verbal communication as part of that, “the tone you use,
and the body language.”
Stone emphasized that it is a difficult
thing to master. Language is always
evolving and with that, what is considered inclusive and what isn’t evolves as
well, she said.
For example, Maki Motapanyane,
women’s studies professor at Mount
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Royal University, said that she has
noticed construction signs that say “men
at work.” Does that mean only men are
working at the construction site?
Kristy Harcourt, training co-ordinator
for violence prevention at the Canadian
Red Cross, said that using exclusive
language can be a form of bullying.
“It could be a situation where young

WHY DOES IT MATTER?
“What we say is really revealing something important about the way in which
we think,” Motapanyane said.
Stone went to a conference on
multiculturalism last year. She was in a
session discussing race and how someone in her position would argue for the
hiring of more diverse staff. One of the
participants responded with something
along the lines of, “I would say that
those people are just as qualified.” At
the words “those people,” the room
tensed up.
Motapanyane found it interesting
and surprising the number of people
who would ask about her husband
when she was raising her kids on her
own. She said she thinks there’s a
stigma that if you are raising children
and doing well, that there must be a
man in the picture.
Advocates say comments that question aspects of a person’s being can
make them feel inadequate.
Harcourt said, as a child, she was
called fat. As a coping mechanism she
used harmful language to keep attention on other students. She used exclusive language to feel more
powerful and happy by making
someone else feel sad.
Stone said she used to work
at a fertilizer plant. Farmers
would ask her, “Is that truck
automatic?” Stone said this
seemed to imply that because
she was female, she couldn’t
drive standard.
It is important “to understand how language is really revealing
certain patterns in our society and also
reinforcing those dynamics and patterns,” Motapanyane said.

Because of cultural
differences, the phrase
“your pulling my leg”
confused her.
people are communicating in a way that
excludes others by spreading gossip
or rumours about those students, or
it might be that young people are discriminating or using slurs,” she said.
Stone said that something as simple
as addressing a diverse group of people
as “guys” could be exclusive. Does
that mean that, as a female, I am not
included in the group?

WHAT WE CAN DO?
Stone said that it is good to have a set
of guidelines as to what is inclusive and
what isn’t.
Harcourt emphasized the need for

good role models. “We can say ‘You
know I don’t think that joke is funny’ or,
‘that’s not a word we use in our family.’”
Motapanyane said, “The important
thing is to always encourage people to
think about what they say and to think
about how what they say reflects what
they think.”
Stone said she thinks the best way
to avoid being exclusive is to be really
intentional and precise with language,
and avoid stereotypes and discriminatory humour.
Newman said she thinks speaking
slowly and avoiding the use of lingos
and metaphors will help to be inclusive
to new Canadians or those who speak
English as a second language.
“Self-modify and monitor your
language and how you communicate,”
Newman said.

Calgary’s
need for
inclusive
language
Diversity advocates say that
cultural differences can make
slang phrases exclusive towards
some individuals.
• In 2006, 23.6 per cent of
Calgary’s population was made
up of immigrants
• In 2005, 56.8 per cent of
Calgary immigrants polled
said that they could speak at
least one of Canada’s official
languages. 43.2 per cent knew
neither.
Information provided by
Statistics Canada
— JODI TWERDUN
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Drive down, get high?

Enforcement will be ‘business as usual,’ says Canadian border rep.
Krystal Northey | knorthey@cjournal.ca

T

he states of Washington and Colorado made history in November, when their electorates voted to
become the first of their country to decriminalize
possession of marijuana for recreational use.
So what does legal weed down south mean for folks in
the Great White North?
For one thing, the new laws could see Albertans travelling down to Washington to toke up.
Alberta’s southern neighbours voted to legalize, license,
and regulate the drug. Effective Dec. 6, possession of up
to one ounce of marijuana will no longer be a punishable
offence in Colorado or Washington State.
“Basically, the laws are an arrest protection,” said Doug
Honig, spokesperson for the American Civil Liberties
Union of Washington.
“You can’t be arrested for possessing under an ounce of
marijuana, and it doesn’t matter where you’re from.”
The ACLU played a key role in championing the cause
of legalization, which was led by the advocacy group New
Approach Washington. Fifty-five per cent of the state’s
electorate voted in favour of legalizing the drug, a decision that can in part be attributed to the 25 per cent “marijuana excise tax” that will be tacked on to future sales. It is
estimated that taxes on the drug will generate over half a
billion dollars in revenue for the state each year.
Many limitations are also included in the new law.
Individuals under the age of 21 are prohibited from use
and only medical marijuana users will be allowed to grow
plants at home. But actual public sales won’t become legal
until a regulated framework is in place, which could be as
long as a year away.

POT PILGRIMAGE?

Calgarian Keith Fagin has been smoking marijuana for
more than 41 years and said that while he won’t personally be taking a trip to Washington anytime soon, the new
law may inspire some to head south in search of a legal
high.
“You see people travelling to the states all the time to
go shopping,” Fagin said. “We might also see them travelling down to smoke marijuana.”
Fagin, founder of a marijuana advocacy group called
Calgary 420 Cannabis Community, said he believes that
the new Washington State laws will have a huge impact.
He said laws could also reduce the success of illegal
drug operations that occur in places like rural Alberta and
British Columbia.

DON’T BREAK OUT THE CHEETOS JUST YET

Recreational pot smokers from Calgary and elsewhere will
be able to possess marijuana without legal repercussion
in the state of Washington, but buying the substance is an
entirely different story. In the widely quoted post-election
words of Colorado’s governor John Hickenlooper, “Don’t
break out the Cheetos or Goldfish just yet.”
The new laws present some judicial dilemmas for states
and citizens alike. Possession has been made legal, but
until a regulated, licensed and taxed marijuana industry
is established, purchasing the drug will still be against the
law.
This is because the new law dictates that marijuana can
only legally be sold through regulated channels — channels the Washington State Liquor Control Board has until
December of 2013 to establish.
Another catch-22 for the new law is that marijuana
remains illegal at the federal level. The U.S. federal
government has not yet reacted to the new state laws,
creating widespread speculation about potential legal
battles to come.
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As of Dec. 6, marijuana possession of up to an ounce is legal in both Washington State and Colorado.
However, until a regulated, licensed and taxed system is set up, buying it will still be illegal.
This regulated system could take up to a year to implement.
BUSINESS AS USUAL IN CANADA

Last year alone, Canada’s Pacific Border with the United
States seized over 51 kilograms of marijuana in 1,300
separate seizures.
“For us, it’s business as usual,” said Faith St. John,
spokeswoman for Canadian Border Services. “We enforce
Canadian laws and Canadian laws have not changed.”
Alberta does not share a border with Washington, but
the state’s closest metropolis, Spokane, is about an eighthour drive away from Calgary.
Canadian Border Services was unable to comment on
whether or not the new laws could create longer wait
times at U.S. and Canada borders.

TRIAL RUN FOR NORTH AMERICA

Meanwhile, as the United States moves towards a more
lenient stance on recreational marijuana use, the government of Canada is moving in different direction entirely.

As part of Bill C-10, an omnibus crime bill passed last
year by the Conservatives, Canada is in the process of
implementing a minimum sentence of six months in
prison for growing pot plants, and a minimum of a year
and a half in prison for the production of cannabis oil.
In spite of polarizing opinions towards legalization that
exist across Canada and the United States, Honig said
Washington and Colorado are on track to be “guinea pigs”
for the rest of North America.
He thinks that if successful, the legalization of marijuana in
Washington State may lead other governments – Canada’s
included – to take a closer look at their stance on legalization.
“This is an issue where the public has been ahead of
elected officials in terms of recognizing that our marijuana
policies don’t make a lot of sense and are a waste of resources,” Honig said.
“Changes here might cause places and other jurisdictions
to take a look at their policies.”
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Fare evasion in city
costs $4M-$5M per year
No city plan for installing smart gates
to catch ticket dogers
PAULINA LIWSKI | pliwski@cjournal.ca

T

he City of Calgary is losing $4-5
million annually because of
transit riders who don’t pay to use the
system, but the city isn’t planning to
install smart gates to crack down on
fare evaders.
These gates would block anyone who hasn’t paid their fare from
walking out of the C-train platforms
potentially generating more revenue
for public transit.
They have already
been installed in Vancouver, where fare
evaders had cost their
transit system $18 million in 2011.
Daniel Fontaine, Vancouver’s former mayor’s
chief of staff thinks that
smart-gates are a good
way to combat fare evasion and make the transit system fairer.
“If we use technology
properly, we’re able to
actually charge users
more appropriately,”
said Fontaine.
Jordan Bateman, British Colombia director of
the Canadian Taxpayers
Federation, also feels
that smart gates are a
necessary part of a major transit system.
“If transit isn’t extracting fares from customers as much as possible,
then they are not running their system sustainably. “
Fontaine, who uses
transit quite often, said
fare gates are not 100
per cent fool-proof because security guards
aren’t present to enforce their use.
However, he said that
“they are monitored by
security cameras, so if
a person gets through
without paying, they
will get caught on camera.”
Despite such benefits, Calgary Transit
spokesperson Brian
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Whitelaw says the City of Calgary is not
planning on installing smart-gates on
all of its C-train platforms.
He said that Calgary’s city council
has instead created a high enforcement transit team that tackles fare
evasion during rush hour.
“The high enforcement transit team
has helped decreased the fare evasion
rate in Calgary by one per cent. “

Photo: Cameron Perrier/Calgary Journal

Colin Holowaychuk’s company, Merchee, was featured in the top three of
10 companies showcased at the Calgary Start Up launch party.

Exposure for entrepreneurs
Start Up Calgary showcases new companies
CAMERON PERRIER | cperrier@cjournal.ca

T

he Calgary market for entrepreneurs
is a sea of hustle, bustle, and opportunity.
“In terms of some of the other communities, I think Calgary is an excellent
startup ground,” said Laurie Jensen, the
assistant chair of entrepreneurship at
Mount Royal University.
“We’ve got a good grassroots organization here and lots of successful
entrepreneurs who are really wanting
to give back, and wanting to mentor
young entrepreneurs that are coming
up,” she said.
But where are these entrepreneurs
able to meet mentors and future investors to further their platforms?
Opportunities for young Calgary
businesses are showcased at events
put on by organizations such as Startup
Calgary, whose mandate, according to
its website is to “host events that will
provide stronger connections among
entrepreneurs to the investment community and other government and
industry groups.”
Ray DePaul, director of the Institute
for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at
MRU, said that events like this, which
offer networking, feedback, and business opportunities, are important for
entrepreneurs.
“They’re absolutely critical, otherwise
a lot of people end up staying in their
development mode, and they actually
never share their idea with anyone,” he
said. “This exposes them to people they
might otherwise not ever meet.”
Jenn Egroff, community liaison for
Accelerator YYC, shares similar views,
noting that young businesses could
experience problems without these
events.

She said that some difficulties include
who to talk to and how to acquire those
first few supportive customers.
She said she believes that these
events are the most beneficial for businesses just stepping into the market.
“This is the best kind of exposure that
you can get — to a really supportive
crowd, and people who have the connections to take them to the next level,”
she said.
“I think it would be pretty challenging to do it from home, all by yourself.”
Bruce Matichuk, CEO of Tapestry
Systems Inc., stresses that showcase
events are critical for networking and
for drawing in potential customers and
partners.
“It’s bringing good people into your
organization, good people at all levels,”
he said.
Matichuk explains that events where
companies can pitch their ideas are
critical to new entrepreneurs in the
startup industry.
“You have to have a lot of events
like this. That’s why I think the startup
industry is so healthy, because they
really focus on fostering that startup
community.”
In spite of the enthusiastic entrepreneurs ready to step to the forefront
of the emerging market, DePaul says
he believes that there is still room for
growth.
However, he is optimistic for the
Calgary market.
“In five or 10 years, we’re going to
have a billion-dollar company come out
of one of these places. But that takes
time,” he said. “So I think we’re doing
the exact right thing at this stage that
this market is ready for.”
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Young Calgarians honoured for using 911
Husky Heroes program educates kids about calling for help

KARRY TAYLOR | ktaylor@cjournal.ca

W

hen Claire Slater was three
years old, her parents Jon and
Diana taught her both her
home address and how to call 911 if
she ever needed help. They could not
have imagined how important a lesson
it would turn out to be.
In Feb. 2012, five-year-old-Claire
called 911 after Diana suffered an
undisclosed medical emergency at the
family’s home. Claire was among six
young Calgarians recently recognized
by the Husky Heroes program for her
actions that day.
The program is a joint venture between Public Safety Communications,
which is the city’s 911 centre, as well as
Husky Energy and the Calgary Emergency Medical Services Foundation.
promoting education
and awareness
Husky Heroes is designed to educate
children how to use Calgary’s 911
system. Police officers, firefighters and
paramedics visit schools and community events to speak about their jobs and
what to do in the event of an emergency. Educational resources, in the form
of a Husky Heroes poster and activity
page, are also provided to children.
In addition, a ceremony is also held
once a year to recognize children who
called 911 and offered significant assistance to emergency personnel.

Award recipients nominated
Stuart Brideaux, Public Education Officer with EMS, said those associated
with the program were proud to present medals to the individuals recognized at the 2012 award ceremony.
The six children ranged in age from
five to 12, and all were honoured for
their actions during emergencies
involving members of their respective
families.
“They either called 911 directly,
provided information to 911 as an
emergency unfolded or assisted the
emergency personnel who assisted
at the scene,” Brideaux said. “In many
instances, it was all three.”
Recipients of the Husky Heroes
award are nominated by the Emergency Communications Officers who
answer 911 calls.
Five-year-old called 911
Emergency Communications Officer
Robbie Waugh nominated Claire Slater
for her award. Because Claire called 911
from her mother’s cellphone, Waugh
did not have automatic access to information regarding the Slater’s home
address. Claire, however, was able to
provide the address when asked.
Following further directions from
Waugh, Claire was able to verify that
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Claire was joined by her parents Diana and Jon Slater and brother William at the 2012 Husky Heroes ceremony.
her mother was breathing. In addition,
she took care of her younger brother
William, who was also home at the
time.
When the ambulance arrived, Claire
met EMS personnel at the door and
directed them to Diana. She also found

the actions of children such as Claire,
but also to support EMS and Public
Safety Communications in their efforts
to educate children about Calgary’s 911
services.
“Over the last five years, we have
been able to recognize 31 young

“I spent five years looking after her. I never
imagined she’d have to look after me.”
— Diana Slater,
Claire’s mother
her mother’s health care card and gave
it to the paramedics.
Diana Slater said the award was “very
special” for the entire family.
“We didn’t know about the Husky
Heroes program until it affected us very
personally,” Diana Slater said. “We’re
thrilled it exists.”
Setting an example
Murray Callbeck, Husky Energy’s Senior
Health and Safety Advisor, said the program is designed not only to recognize

people who have shown an outstanding ability to assess a situation and
make the call for appropriate help,” he
said. “I think that is a tremendous indication that our education programs
are working.”
Callbeck took part in the award
ceremony and told the recipients that
they were “heroes.” “All six of you did
the right thing in an emergency situation. Even though it was scary and
stressful, you were able to stay calm
and get help for your loved ones,” he

said.
“You made an important contribution to safety in our community and
have set a great example for the rest
of us to follow.”
Dustin Beck, Liason Manager for
Public Safety and Communications,
said that Slater and the others were
not being honoured simply for calling
911, but for setting an example for
other.
“It’s not an age thing,” Beck said. “
It’s how professional and how perfect
they were for the duration of the call.”
Mother encourages teaching
children their address
Diana Slater said she encourages all
parents to teach their children their
home address and about how and
when to call 911.
“It’s extremely important,” Slater
said. “The fact that she knew her address and was able to call 911 was a
wonderful blessing.
“I spent five years looking after her.
I never imagined she’d have to look
after me.”
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Get to campus the quick and easy way. Just take a car2go when you need
it, and leave it when you’re done. No mandatory reservations, no late fees.
For a limited time, students get free registration and 30 minutes free
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otherwise noted.

Too many days off school?

Photo: Haleigh Packer/Calgary Journal

Parents questioning professional development days

Anup Dhaliwal | adhaliwal@cjournal.ca

T

zeen Jamal-Velji, a mother of two,
is continuously getting frustrated
with the number of days her
five-year-old daughter’s school cancels
classes due to non-instructional days,
formerly known as professional development days.
Jamal-Velji and her husband base
their work schedules around their
daughter’s school arrangements. The
amount of school days that have been
given off to students has made it inconvenient for them, she says.
“When we both have prior arrangements, we have to ask our parents
to accommodate a day off from their
schedules to take care of our children,”
Jamal-Velji says.
She adds that she does not believe
in daycares and always wants for her
or her husband to be home with their
children. This tends to make it difficult
when there are so many days that they
have to take off of work to care for their
children, she says.
According to the Calgary Board of
Education, the standard 10-month CBE
school year for the 2012-2013 traditional calendar includes 10 non-instructional days, five holidays – including a
two-day break for a teachers convention – and an additional 29 days off for
winter and spring breaks. This gives a
grand total of 44 student days off in the
school year.
Meanwhile, Janet Corsten, spokeswoman for the Calgary Catholic School
District, says the holidays students re-
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ceive under the Catholic School District
are similar to those of the CBE.
Corsten says, however, that in addition to 10 non-instructional days in the
traditional school year, there is a “faith”
day, which is also used as a professional
development day for all of the staff in
the school.
Jamal- Velji notes that the need for
so many non-instructional days is not
always clearly explained to parents.
“It would be great if schools started
explaining what these non- instructional days, or professional development days are being used for,” she
says.
Some parents may think the
frequent non-school days are just
days off for teachers and students,
but Karen Drummond, spokeswoman
for Calgary Board of Education, says,
“they’re used to provide time for parent teacher conferences, professional
development and for school organizations.
“People think it’s a day off, but it’s
not. It’s used for teachers to be doing
other work outside of teaching hours.”
Drummond says parents can find
further information on non-instructional days on the CBE’s website, or by
giving their child’s school a call.
Drummond states there is also a
set number of hours a school must be
in session; for example, kindergarten
students have 475 hours per school
year, junior high schools must be in
session for 950 hours and high schools

have 1,000 hours of instruction.
Drummond says, “As you progress
through the grades there is more of a
demand put on you.”
While it still means taking time off

work when her daughter’s not in school,
Jamal-Velji says that at least posted
schedules help her to plan ahead.
“I can now plan my days accordingly,”
she says.

Non-Instructional
Days in Calgary
Year

Instructional Days

Days off

1994/1995
1995/1996
2000/2001
2009/2010
2010/2011
2011/2012
2012/2013

194
195
195
194
193
184
182

5
5
5
5
5
15
15

In the 2011-2012 school year, the number of days
without instruction in the Calgary Board of Education’s
traditional school calendar jumped from two convention days and three professional development days, to
two convention days and 13 non-instructional days.
— JODI TWERDUN
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Mental health stigma still remains
Community discussion reveals existing problems in patient care
DREW HENN | dhenn@cjournal.ca

A

n estimated one in three people will have a
She was also told to bring her daughter back to the
Clem Martini, a University of Calgary professor,
mental health problem at one time in their
hospital if the situation worsens.
discussed his own personal hardships with mental
life, according to a 2007 report by the Alberta
“How can I say to someone who is saying, ‘I want to
health: “My younger brother was diagnosed with
Mental Health board.
kill myself right now,’ well, you just hang in there for
schizophrenia and, ultimately, committed suicide.”
But some people who have experienced the
a little while, dear. In nine months time, we might be
“A few years after that, my older brother was also
tribulations of mental health are unsatisfied with the
able to get you some help,” Haynes said.
diagnosed with schizophrenia. Together, our family
services in place to help.
“For me, as her mother, to see her in that amount of has worked very hard to permit a successful outFighting back tears, Dr. Avalon Roberts, a commudistress and not to be able to help her, that breaks my come.”
nity-based psychiatrist, spoke of her distaste with
heart into a million pieces.”
Swann noted that one of the first steps to achievmental health services.
Months later, Haynes’ daughter’s situation did
ing a successful outcome is to have these community
“They’re opening a psych ward in the new South
worsen and they returned to the hospital.
discussions.
Campus Hospital, but they’re closing the one at the
“She was put into a rubber room with blood on the
“People come together and they realize there’s
Foothills Hospital,” Roberts said.
walls,” Haynes explained. “If I brought her in with a
support here,” Swann said.
“My colleague at the Rockyview Hospital psych
broken arm or an asthma attack, she wouldn’t have
He said that through community gatherings, health
ward said they are
always full —100 per
cent full — all the time.
That means people are
in the corridors and in
emergency waiting to
be admitted.
“It’s not a good situation,” she added.
Shuffling into the
Hillhurst Sunnyside
Community Centre,
concerned residents
outnumbered chairs
at a recent discussion
on mental health care.
Roberts; Dr. David
Swann, former president of the Alberta Association of Medical
Health Officers; and other panellists swapped
personal experiences
with members of the
crowd.
“I think these discussions are at the
very foundation of an
Photo: Drew Henn/Calgary Journal
accountable governLisa Neve, a former dangerous offender, discusses her experiences with mental illness. She was one of five panellists to talk with
ment,” Swann said.
the roughly 80 people that attended the Hillhurst Sunnyside Community Centre.
“If we don’t truly
know what’s going on
in their homes and in their hearts, then we’re just play- been put into a rubber room with a three-inch steel
care personnel can better understand where the
ing our own games — benefitting our own individual door.”
system is failing and then can communicate a plan
selves and parties.”
However, Haynes said that the nurses and doctors
get it repaired.
As Swann passed the microphone around the
are not to blame for the struggles.
Swann said that doing this will create awareness
crowd, all those in the room heard personal examples
“I have to say that the staff is incredible - they were
to those politicians who have no idea about these
of how mental illness affects families.
really nice. They tried ever-so-hard to do something
issues.
Fiona Haynes, manager of the Calgary chapter
for us, but there was nothing they could do. Their
“They sit up there and just throw money at things,”
of the Schizophrenia Society of Alberta, was one of
hands were tied,” Haynes said.
he said. “If it’s not actually reaching the people and
those who shared her experiences.
Many at the discussion said they felt that they were
not actually connecting with what their real need is,
“We need to understand that anyone who has a
treated differently based on their illnesses.
than we’re just putting a Band-Aid on the problem.”
brain is susceptible to mental illness. I’m not ashamed
Swann mentioned that he wasn’t aware a stigma
Haynes added that she wants to see a change in
to say that I have a mental illness,” she said, referencstill existed for those suffering from mental health
the waiting time for potentially suicidal patients who
ing her battle with depression.
illness, but, he said that people had approached him
need to see a specialist.
Haynes also shared details of her daughter’s battle
that night to say they feel ostracized and ashamed
“Let’s not wait nine months to see if they kill themwith depression. She brought her into the hospital
about their illness.
selves,” she said.
because she was threatening suicide and cutting her“It’s the same as any other illness,” Swann said,
Fred Horne, Alberta’s Health Minister, didn’t reself, but was told that because there was no immedi“There’s a chemical imbalance in most cases; nobody
spond to multiple requests for an interview to discuss
ate danger, her daughter should see a psychiatrist.
is to blame for it.”
mental health care in the province.
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In allergen labelling we trust?
Even with new regulations,
those with allergies still aren’t at ease
Kaity Brown | kbrown@cjournal.ca

H

Photo Illustration: Tera Swanson/Calgary Journal

Losing weight as a reason for switching to a vegetarian diet can mask preexisting eating disorders.

Mask of vegetarianism?

Lifestyle commonly labeled healthy,
red flag for eating disorder

Tera Swanson | tswanson@cjournal.ca

V

egetarian eating habits have been
gaining increased media attention
and popularity. Although, there are no
solid statistics on the number of vegetarians in Canada. It was considered
a top trend in 2011 and 2012 by the
National Restaurant Association, and
vegetarian food products have seen an
increase in sales recently.
But, why the increase?
Robyn Perras, a student at Mount
Royal University and vegetarian since
the age of 14, said that she has noticed
an increase in the number of young
women switching to vegetarianism
and that weight loss can be a driving
factor.
“I think that with women, they think
as soon as they cut out meat they’re
going to lose weight and they’re going
to be healthy,” Perras said.
“It is kind of like a cool thing to do;
it is trendy, which is probably why it’s
popular with females,” she added.
Perras said that although she has
seen more young men becoming
open to vegetarianism or trying out
“meatless Mondays,” it is a much more
popular lifestyle choice among the
young women she knows.
While the benefits of vegetarianism
have been thoroughly covered and
scientifically proven, there are also
misconceptions and misguidance surrounding the lifestyle that are gaining
attention from healthcare workers.
Registered dietitian, Vanessa
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Nardelli, said that losing weight as a
reason for going meat-free is most
common for people in their 20s, and
that it is not necessarily a healthy
reason. She said that some people
who are dabbling with vegetarianism
are eliminating meat without replacing the lost calories and nutrients, and
subsequently subtracting anywhere
from 800 to 1,000 calories a day from
their diet.
“Just look at the relationships
people have with food and how it has
played a role in their identity,” Nardelli
said. “It is something that definitely
gets brushed under the radar and its
important to health.”
“So, when people choose to eat a
certain way, is it just for nutrition? No,
because food is central to who we are,”
she added.
Katie McCulloch, a registered dietitian at the Westbrook Clinic in Calgary,
said that eating vegetarian can allow
those who have an unhealthy relationship with food to cut out food groups
as a culturally acceptable way to hide
the beginning of an eating disorder.
McCulloch said in an email: “Switching to a vegetarian diet can be a red
flag in regards to detecting an eating
disorder. It is very important for me
to understand why my clients have
switched to a vegetarian diet and address any concerns with their relationship with food.”

ealth Canada is now requiring
companies to clearly label when
their food products contain an allergen.
But, allergy activists say the result may
still not be that clear.
Under those rules, which came into
force on Aug. 4, previously “hidden”
food allergens must be shown on food
labels using simple language.
For example, foods including “hydrolyzed vegetable protein” are now identified as soy in the ingredient list or in a
separate bold-lettered statement.
However, the labels won’t mention
what ingredients those foods may have
come into contact with through the factory process, still contaminating them
for those with severe allergies.
“You really do need to look behind
the ‘this contains’ labeling or behind
the ingredients list and check further,”
said Elizabeth Goldenberg, author
of the OneSpot Allergy blog and the
mother of a son with a life-threatening
allergy to peanuts.
That’s because an allergic reaction
can also be triggered by cross-contaminated food, creating a problem for
those with serious allergies, or anaphylaxis.
Goldenberg explains that the issue
is voluntary for companies to state
whether the products may contain certain allergens due to the factory process
and thus “does not mean it’s clean.”

In response to that criticism, Health
Canada representative, Christelle
Legault, confirmed in an email that the
regulation does not require the label
to include potential allergens from the
factory process.
“Allergic consumers are used to
checking the ingredient list of foods
for ingredients that could trigger an
allergy,” Legault said.
“We have made this process simpler
by ensuring that allergens are declared
using the common name for the ingredient, so that Canadians can more easily
identify when an allergen is part of prepackaged food,” she wrote.
Rory Hornstein, a local nutritionist who specializes in celiac disease
and gluten intolerance, said this new
regulation was “much needed for those
focused on eating gluten-free, due to
celiacs.”
However, she understands how
those with allergies still can’t take any
chances, despite the improved labels.
“I would still be doing my research
and calling companies to ensure they
are safe products,” Hornstein said.
“It’s not safe - even if they were going
to get penalized for not doing it, you
can’t rely on them to disclose all their
allergens without reading through the
ingredients yourself,” Goldenburg said,
“Not when it can make you that sick.”

Photo: Kaity Brown/Calgary Journal

A bag of chips showing the new labeling regulation for allergens.
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Systema: Russian combat relaxation
Improving the body, mind and spirit through fighting

EVAN MANCONI | emanconi@cjournal.ca

Photo: Evan Manconi/Calgary Journal

Dmitry Grygoryev resists knife attack by relaxing his body learned through the systema technique.

T

he Russian martial art of systema may seem
like a harsh discipline, but it is really a relaxing
pastime, much like yoga. It has a strong military
background and is a style commonly used by special
operation units.
As a civilian practice, systema does not strictly
cover hand-to-hand combat, but combines elements
of martial arts, self-defence and relaxation.
Gilbert Desrosiers, a Calgary practitioner of
systema, said that the practice is a combat survival
system aimed at experiencing real-life encounters.
“It is made for any situation, anywhere, against one
or multiple opponents with weapons involved, or
not,” said Desrosiers.
He explained that breathing is basic to systema because in order to survive a fight or deal with a stressful situation, breathing allows a person to perform the
necessary movements. Naturally, a person will react
by becoming tense.
“A car cuts in front of you and you feel that adrenaline rush come in, you feel that metallic taste of
adrenaline and you don’t know how to deal with it,”
said Desrosiers. “Breathing is how you deal with it.”
Compared to a yoga class, the students of systema
practice breathing techniques while punching each
other. The person delivering the punch breathes

12

while performing the movement and the person
receiving the punch uses breathing to dissipate the
force.
“What you want is to have your breathing be completely natural through all the movements, whether it
is a takedown, a punch or kick,” Desrosiers said.
What about systema
causes people to voluntarily get punched by Russians?
This practice focuses on
real-life situations and in a
fight on the street, there
are no rules.
Desrosiers said that if
a person isn’t mentally
ready, then the body
wouldn’t be able to act accordingly.
People learn how to
control their internal state while learning methods of
self-defence that could be used in a real-life encounter, he added.
Phil Swann has been doing systema for eight
months and said that it is all about being able to stay
calm in a high-stress environment.

There is one exercise where a student is blindfolded and two other students punch and kick them. The
attacks are meant to annoy more than hurt the victim,
while the blindfold disorients and adds to the anxiety.
The point of the exercise is to create a high-stress
environment inside the class, so that the students can
practice the breathing and relaxation techniques as if
in a real-life encounter.
“If you can stay calm with what’s going on in the
class, you can easily stay calm with some drunk guy in
the bar,” Swann said.
Dmitry Grygoryev, Swann and Desrosiers’ instructor, said that when people get punched, they tend
to become aggressive because of the tension held
within their body.
He said that through proper breathing, the internal
pressure is released and the person can maintain a
neutral state. This relaxation technique is not only
used to control oneself but also extends to the hypothetical opponent.
Grygoryev said that he prefers to use what he calls
a “neutral punch” to stop a fight. This is in contrast
to the other most realistically used type of punch, an
aggressive one. This type is tense, causes sharp pain
and creates aggression. A neutral punch is a punch
delivered while being completely relaxed, with no
emotion or aggression.
“The goal of the neutral punch is to stop the
opponent without adding more aggression to the
situation,” he said.
“After a neutral punch, usually people don’t want
to fight after it happens,” Grygoryev said. “If you don’t
fight yourself, you don’t fight with your opponent.”
Desrosiers said that when in a conflict, it is best not
to bring in emotion; instead of adding to the problem, it is best to work with the opponent.
He added: “Just do the work, do what you have to
do to work with that other person. That person has a
problem—you have to find a solution.”
Swann said that since starting systema, he’s found
he’s become more physically fit and also much more
relaxed.
“Even in a driving situation, where you’re driving
down the road and somebody cuts you off, I find I can
breathe better and I just
relax more,” he said.
Grygoryev noted that
systema provides the
students with practical
skills that not only allow
a person to survive a
violent encounter, but the
movements and breathing taught can also be
— Dmitry Grygoryev used in everyday situations to avoid injuries and
instructor
unnecessary stress.
Desrosiers said, “It’s a
survival system for every struggle, and the biggest
struggle is life.”
Systema classes in Calgary are held at the Cedarbrae Community Center, Monday and Wednesday
evenings.

“You don’t fight yourself;
you don’t fight with your
opponent. The best way to
win the battle is not to fight.”
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Ski career blown away
Fraction of a second changes everything

MEGAN BILTON | mbilton@cjournal.ca

T

wenty-five seconds. Hours upon
trying to get my rhythm back.
I willed myself to ignore the
hours of training. Years of pain.
Pushing your body and mind
pain. I was skiing faster than I
usually do.
to the extreme in training for just a
25-second run. That’s what freestyle
I prepared myself for the last
skiing is about. But a career can end in
jump. I took off, preformed the
less than 25 seconds, which I found out
best back-cross flip I had ever
four years ago.
done, landed, skied out and,
One thing all top athletes have in
the moment I crossed the finish
common is being familiar with pain,
line, fell to the ground.
and lots of it. Surgery too. But freestyle
I hadn’t even realized tears
athletes – including mogul skiers – do
were streaming down my face
more than just push through it.
until my coaches came to me,
By 16, I’d already had two knee surstood me up, carried me out of
geries and a small procedure to remove
the gate and sat me down.
a bone spur off the top of my foot.
One of them was asking
At this point I was going into my secme questions; nothing was
ond year on the Alberta mogul team. I
registering.
knew when the season began that my
All I could hear was the ringthird season on the team would be my
ing in my ears.
last.
When the ringing stopped,
However, I didn’t know how my seathe pain became overwhelmson was going to end.
ing.
Having finally fought my way to the
After waiting for two hours in
top in Alberta, I was looking forward
the hospital and having several
to a season where I could prove that I
X-rays, two doctors came into
deserved it.
the examining room.
I was 17.
They both came to the ineviI hadn’t yet made the Canadian detable conclusion: Torn anterior
velopment team which was the starting
cruciate ligament – a potenpoint on the path to the Olympics. And
tially career-ending injury.
if you didn’t make the team by 18, the
I don’t think they expected
chances of you doing so diminished
my reaction: laughter.
from there.
My knee was swollen –
I was having a tough time at the last
already blue and purple – and
training camp before the competitive
as I put my knee brace and ski
season began. My jumps weren’t gopants back on, they handed me
ing as well as they could, my speed
crutches.
was only average and my turns weren’t
I looked at them and handed
impressive.
them back.
Two weeks after the training camp,
I was determined to walk as
my team was leaving for the first comnormally as my knee allowed
petition of the year, the U.S. Freestyle
and not to show how badly this
Selections in Winter Park, Colorado.
hurt me.
Once on the plane, I had this overWhen I explained my injury
whelming need to stand up, collect my
to my coaches, the response I
things and get off screaming, “No, don’t
received from one of them was
make me go, I can’t do it anymore!”
to stop whining and I would be
Photo courtesy of Anne-Marie Brassard
I ignored it.
fine in two days.
That decision ended my competiTen weeks after the accident,
Unlike other sports, skiers can often make it back from knee injuries.
tive career.
my knee remained swollen and
But on the first two training days
got worse after every training
The starter counted me down, “three, two, one, go.”
at U.S. selections, I didn’t know that.
session. My parents had had
I pushed out, flying down the course.
Those two days were some of the best training days
enough, paying nearly $1000 for a private MRI.
I hit the first jump, set up my spin and knew inI had all season. The morning of the competition was
The results were shocking;
stantly I wasn’t landing it.
even better. I was more than ready. All that mattered
The force of my landing was so hard that it had
Even with the weather warming up, I hadn’t
was my skis, the run and me.
fractured my femur at the head of the bone where it
expected the snow conditions to change as much as
I had my run memorized: five moguls up top, left
met the tibia.
they did.
turn into the jump, 360, land right mogul, 25 moguls
After ten weeks there was still a five millimetre
I landed three-quarters of the way through the
right turn into the next jump back flip cross, right turn
crack that hadn’t healed.
spin, my ski popped off and all I could feel was shatout of the jump and four moguls to finish.
That tiny crack is what ended my athletic career.
tering pain in my knee and my ears ringing. Before I
Start gate.
That tiny crack is what changed my whole life.
allowed myself to register what had happened, my ski
Breathing even.
That tiny crack made me redefine the way I define
was back on and I was making my way down the run
Eminem singing ‘Lose Yourself’ played in my ear.
myself – from athlete to average.
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Regulating art will stifle originality
Proposed DJ certification ignores artists’ freedom to create

Alexander Kubinski | akubinski@cjournal.ca

T

here are many arguments
WHAT ARE
THE BENEFITS?
when it comes to art: Is
the painting sending a
Although the U of C’s
Rusted thinks it would
message, or is it just a mess of
colours? Is he dancing or havbe impossible to create a
ing a seizure? Does that song
professional art license,
make you want to dance or
he does mention the
wish that you were deaf? Inbenefit of being in an
evitably, such arguments all
association. “There is a
end in the same common cliwide range of artist asché: “beauty is in the eye of the
sociations,” Rusted says.
“Being awarded memberbeholder.”
ship in these associations
With the proposal for DJs
to undergo professional cerprovides credibility for
tification, a certain feeling of
artists and can legitimize
uneasiness should fall upon all
their status in the art
community.”
musicians and artists. Music is
Having a generic DJ
a form of self-expression, and
many think of it as its own art
certification does make
sense in certain circles.
form. Requiring a DJ to follow
certain guidelines, however,
If you’re having a party
could hinder their ability to
or wedding, you might
choose to give up creativcreate and express themselves.
ity for reliability.
What if history’s great artists
For instance, Dave
had been required to follow
MacDonell, a recent
“professional” guidelines?
newlywed, says the DJ
Would the Sistine Chapel be
he hired for his wedding
the masterpiece it is if Michelangelo had restrictions placed
was incompetent. “The DJ
on him?
we hired was a disaster.
Photo Illustration: Drew Henn/Calgary Journal
Within music and art there are “I don’t think any art school teaches, ‘What is art?’ says Brian Rusted, head of the University
The music was just blaring
multiple genres and styles. The
and full of static. He even
of Calgary art department.
specific skills and knowledge of
had videos of porn on the
one DJ may have no bearing on another. You wouldn’t says. “If you had to have a generic artist license that
screens.”
have a country singer teach a rap class, so why would resembled something like a drivers license, there
Nonetheless, MacDonell still says that even if a
you have a Top-40 DJ telling someone how to harmo- would be no one qualified enough to distribute the
professionally certifiwed DJ had been available, he
nize sound effects? Everyone has a different taste in test.”
still might not have hired one. “Whenever you’re
music, and the sounds a DJ creates could require him
licensed or certified, there’s usually a cost associated
or her to step outside of the boundaries that the ac- INDUSTRY CALLING FOR CHANGE
to that,” he says. “But if you’re in pinch, and money
crediting association may What makes the DJ certification suggestion interdoesn’t matter, then it would be an easy phone call.
place.
‘Are you certified? No? OK, next.’”
esting is that the DJ industry itself is asking for it.
Knowing you hired someone with the knowledge
Whenever there is talk of regulation or certification, it
WHO TEACHES ART?
and technical proficiency to handle a sound system
is usually the government stepping in to protect the
Local DJs aim to
Brian Rusted is the head
consumer.
is great; but how would DJs be viewed in the art
protect integrity
Just last year, a government-appointed task force
of the art department at
community if they sell out and refrain from pushing
through certification the University of Calgary. in Quebec suggested that there be a professional
artistic limits just to get a certification?
status created for journalists to distinguish them from
When it comes to visual
DJs should think carefully about their next move,
citizen journalists. Officials also suggested giving priart, he says they don’t teach students how to be creor they may soon face some unexpected decisions.
ority to large, established news organizations when it
ative and what to create, but rather how to get their
Maybe they’ll be on the other end of a phone call
ideas off the ground. “Someone can’t just say, ‘I want comes to granting access.
being told, “OK, next.”
If such recommendations actually passed, freedom
to build a bronze statue.’ You need to thoroughly
of the press would only have been granted to large
know each step that goes into creating a sculpture,
organizations; anyone with differing opinions could
which requires training in the technical aspects,”
have essentially been censored because they would
Rusted says.
not be granted professional status.
“I don’t think any art school teaches, ‘What is art?’
As Craig Silverman, co-founder of OpenFile, put it
Any good art department will teach students the soin Maclean’s magazine: “They’re trying to find ways to
cial aspects of art: how to deal with galleries, critics,
prop up the big media institutions. Why not focus to
and being able to market your art,” Rusted says.
create an ecosystem that allows new media to thrive
Art schools provide the techniques necessary to
instead?” Silverman says.
get ideas off the ground. They don’t create the idea,
And that’s just it; instead of creating a profesthey provide a means for the idea to be created. But
sional certification for artists that would alienate
how would Rusted feel if art were to be professionthose without professional training, why not create
ally certified?
Go online to vote at calgaryjournal.ca
a system in which DJs can be recognized for their
“It would be impossible to regulate,” Rusted
innovations or individuality?

ON PG. 23

What do you think?
Should DJs have to be

professionally certified?
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Made By Momma
benefits from auction
Renovations to continue on
charity groups new space

KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN | kchristensen@cjournal.ca

P

roceeds from a silent auction
are going towards kitchen
renovations in order to help
a local charity gather its volunteers,
prepare meals and store items for
families in need. Over $16,000 was
raised at Kilkenny’s Irish Pub to benefit
Made By Momma, a local organization
with the philosophy of mothers helping
mothers.
The group recently acquired a
new space in the community of West
Hillhurst, out of which the charity will
run.
“Up until this point we were
working out of our homes,” said
president Allyson Palaschuk. “It was
overwhelming and we all felt like we
needed somewhere we could gather.”
Palaschuk stumbled across the new
property last February while picking
up a donation, and figured she would
try calling the renter after several other
landlords seemed wary of renting to a
charity with no stable source of income.
“I think the landlords (took) a real
leap of faith and just believed in what
we do,” Palaschuk said. “(Without them)
and their open heart and generosity, I
don’t know where we would be right
now.”
Palaschuk expects the kitchen to be
fully functional by spring 2013. It will
serve mainly as a hub for the volunteers
and the endless number of items the

Photo: Kassidy Christensen/Calgary Journal

Cindy Meade places a bid on one of
the items at the Made by Momma
benefit auction.
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organization receives daily.
“Our goal is to make it a commercialstyle community kitchen that groups
of volunteers can use to make meals
for us, or that other organizations and
companies can use,” she said. “They
will be able to come straight to us and
we will have all the ingredients, the
freezers, and everything in one central
spot.”
The space will also have a small
playroom and nursery for children of
the volunteers.
Rebecca Ghelfi, vice-president of
the organization, hopes to expand the
charity by using the space to support
families by offering workshops on
nutrition, health and other subjects.
“We’re really just here to help the
families in whatever way we can,” she
said.
The charity was founded by Ashlee
Andrews – a friend of Palaschuk’s – in
2010 when her family fell ill with H1N1.
Having just moved to Calgary from the
United States at the time, and with no
family near her, Andrews turned to the
group of moms she had made friends
with for support.
“It was the moms she had met at the
library and her small social circle that
brought meals and muffins and helped
them through that really hard time,”
Palaschuk said. “She got to thinking that
moms should come together and help
other moms, and it grew.”
“I think it’s important that when
something happens, somebody comes
along to help you. If it’s not your family
and you haven’t made any friends,
who’s it going to be?
“That’s the backbone of what we
do. We don’t want to see another
mother struggle. We want to make sure
everyone feels supported.”
Most of the donations Made By
Momma receives are food, clothing,
formula and diapers. Currently, the
group has more than 240 volunteers,
varying in different levels of
commitment.
Alana Dietrich, a mother and
volunteer said, “It’s just me and my
daughter, and so often we cook too
much food and it’s an awesome way to
share it.
“It’s really nice because you can do
the little things and help when you can,
there’s not a lot of pressure. It’s really
encouraging.”

Photo Illustration: Haleigh Packer/Calgary Journal

The Calgary Public Library has found that reading to dogs is therapeutic
for children.

Dogs help make reading more fun
Kids improve literacy by working with furry friends
DAVID GOLDENSTEIN | dgoldenstein@cjournal.ca

A

free-of-charge program offered
at eight public libraries across
Calgary is helping kids improve
their reading skills.
Story PALS, which was introduced in
Calgary five years ago, was designed
to increase literacy of children
between the ages of six to 12. The
program’s draw comes from the fact
that dogs are brought in to help kids
read.
Numerous libraries across the city
are partnered with the Pet Access
League Society (PALS), which sends
trained volunteers and their socialized dogs to local libraries. Kids then
read aloud to the dogs under the
supervision of PALS volunteers, which
is said to foster a non-judgemental,
confident environment for the kids to
practice their reading.
Jennifer Kirkley said that her daughter was excited to take part in the
program after being able to interact
with the dogs.
“We were trying to get her to do
activities with other people and
the dogs became a good way to do
that,” Kirkley said. “The fact that she’s
excited about coming here and doing
this is huge.”
Anne O’Sullivan, the children’s
librarian at Fish Creek Library, said
the program fits in with what Calgary
Public Library is trying to offer.
“This program provides a relaxed atmosphere for children who otherwise
feel anxious about reading and gives
them an opportunity to love reading,”
O’Sullivan said.
“I think that benefits us all. If our

children love reading, that’s magical
for Calgary.”
Judy Locke, a Fish Creek library assistant, said that the PALS dogs are a nice
fit for the program.
“PALS has highly socialized and
trained dogs that were used in other
programs, such as visiting kids at
hospitals and visiting nursing homes,”
Locke said.
“It’s very therapeutic and I believe
that using dogs for this kind of program came out of that.”
A possible concern for the program
arises out of pet allergies.
Shelley Lebert, a PALS volunteer,
said that allergies are a concern but
that solutions exist.
“My dog is a bichon poodle and
she’s completely hypoallergenic,”
Lebert said. “Any child and parent can
come and be with this dog and not be
affected by allergies.”
Lebert said that accommodations
for the proper dog could be made for
those with allergic reactions.
Another PALS volunteer, Lori Jarratt,
said that she’s been able to see noticeable improvements in the children’s
reading as the program progresses
into the season.
“I’ve seen kids come a long way,
and you can see it’s very therapeutic
for them,” she said. “The dogs aren’t
judging them, and so the kids seem to
lose their barriers when they read with
the dogs.”
For more information about the
program, go to calgarypubliclibrary.
com.
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Teen moms supported by Louise Dean Centre
Calgary high school offers support, but barriers still exist for young parents
JENICA FOSTER | jfoster@cjournal.ca

T

een birth rates in Calgary are slowly declining, however this doesn’t change
the fact that raising a child is still a difficult path for existing young mothers.
To help ease the transition from childhood to parenthood, some have been
turning to the Louise Dean Centre — a high school for pregnant or parenting teens
run by the Calgary Board of Education, Catholic Family Service and Alberta Health
Services.
Holly Charles, director of operations for Catholic Family Service of Calgary, said
students attending Louise Dean may be eligible to receive grants to help them manage their expenses while in school.
SEEKING HELP
Shannon Russell, 22, dropped out of high school at 15 to curb her drug addiction. A
year later, after attending rehab, Russell found out that she was pregnant.
On Feb. 14, 2008 she gave birth to her daughter Rylie.
Russell sought support and enrolled at the Louise Dean Centre while she was
pregnant with Rylie.
Charles said that for the teens who choose
to raise their child, it’s important to have a
strong support system. She said the Louise
Dean Centre currently helps about 142
students who are returning, new,
pregnant or parenting.
Charles said school is free for
anyone under the age of 19, and
after that they have to look into the
adult system.
Transportation
When Russell was pregnant with her
child she didn’t have her license and was
forced to take Calgary Transit. She said
bus drivers often wouldn’t stop to pick
her up or they wouldn’t allow her on with
her stroller.
“We were going to school with six week
old babies in -30C weather, being left
outside for two to three hours just
trying to get to school and back,”
she said.
Charles said the city is unable to
implement a busing system
because the moms aren’t
grouped in a single
area.
However, Louise
Dean Centre is
situated in West
Hillhurst near
Kensington Road,
which has easy
access to transit.
financIAL
TROUBLE
Russell’s difficulty
getting to school
also impacted her
wallet.
“Since I had so many
problems with Calgary Transit
my funding would often get
pulled, and I would have to work
Illustration: Ashton Faulkner/Calgary Journal
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TEEN BiRTH RATES DECLINING
Deborah Bartlett, an outreach director for United Way of
Calgary and area, said the teen birth rate is on the decline,
likely due to an increased awareness young people have
about unplanned pregnancy and pregnancy prevention.
A report published in the summer of 2011 by the United
Way of Calgary and Area suggests that in 2007, Calgary’s
teen birth rate was 12.8. This means that for every 100
teens aged 15-19 in Calgary, about 13 teens gave birth to a
child.
There has been a significant decrease in teen birth rates
in Calgary over the past few decades. Alberta Health
Services published a compilation of data that shows this
trend.

• In 1997, the teen birth rate for Calgary was 19.1
• In 2000, the teen birth rate for Calgary was 16.7
• In 2004, the teen birth rate for Calgary was 11.1
• In 2007, (the last available data) the teen birth rate
for Calgary was 12.8
crazy shifts waitressing to come up with my rent and daycare money to be able to
stay in school,” she said.
Russell received funding through Alberta Works, which is a program that helps
individuals with low incomes cover the basic costs of living. One of the requirements
was that she attended school. But since Russell wasn’t always on time she said she
has had to repay $14, 000.
She ended up dropping out of Louise Dean twice to work full time because she
couldn’t afford it.
Charles said that this past September the Louise Dean Centre implemented a
three-year initiative called a Learner’s Bursary. Students attending may be eligible to
receive funding to help them manage their expenses while in school.
“One of our outcomes is to keep these women in school, and finances are always
one of the biggest issues that prevents them from coming to school,” Charles said.
Discrimination
Teen mom Amanda Palmer had her child at 19. She said the discrimination she
received for being a young mom was hard to handle at times.
“People judge young moms, and being a single young mom is even worse because then people think that its just a one night kind of thing, but people never find
out the real story,” she said.
Russell had a similar experience. She said she often had strangers asking how old
she was and lecturing her on her way to school.
She said, “How many girls have had an abortion and not gone through with it?
And they don’t get this sort of open discrimination.”
Charles says Catholic Family Service and the Louise Dean Centre helps young
moms deal with negative comments like these.
While Russell may not have had the easiest time juggling motherhood and going
to school, she is now happily married with two kids and is attending on planning the
University of Calgary.
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Tracking children’s development
Let’s Learn Together seminar highlights
key tips for early education
Kassidy Christensen | kchristensen@cjournal.ca

R
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Dempsey, seen here with her three kids, said she no longer believes in the
legal sense of marriage.

To wed again, or not?
Sydney Karg | skarg@cjournal.ca

C

algarian Rebecca Dempsey was a
big advocate for marriage, until
she began going through the divorce
process two years ago.
“I don’t believe in marriage anymore, in the legal sense anyway,” said
Dempsey, a mother of three. “To me,
divorce just cost a lot of money and was
pointless.”
Dempsey was with her ex-husband
for 12 years and they were married for
seven, and said divorce is something
that she never anticipated.
“I was a big fan of marriage, and to
me it was ‘til death do you part. It was
something you worked at. Nowadays
it’s just too easy to walk away without
consequence,” she said.
Dempsey blames her divorce on she
and her ex-husband not understanding each other and not accepting each
other’s different perspectives. Their
three children were born close together
and required a lot of her time and attention, making it difficult for the pair to
spend time together.
She said the lack of quality time was
hard on their marital bond, and made it
difficult for them to make it last.
Making a marriage last requires effort
from both partners, but what else must
we do if we want to stick it out?
Psychologist and marriage counselor
Nathan Cobb said we learn how to be
married by watching our parents, friends
and the media, but suggests that there
are flaws in using second-hand experiences as models on how to be successfully married.
“Marriage is hard work and requires
a conscious effort to nurture it and
keep it strong,” Cobb said. “Successful
marriages are built on a foundation of
mutual respect, active love, friendship,
commitment, being open and unflinchingly honesty with each other, not acting
unilaterally.
“It’s important to spend time togeth-
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er, engage in rituals of connection and a
few shared interests, and have common
goals and values.”
So if divorce is the option, what
comes after? Cobb said the idea of splitting shouldn’t be your first resort.
“For many who have left unworkable
or hopelessly nonfunctional relationships, divorce can represent an opportunity for new rewards and fulfillment,”
he said.
Dempsey said that for her, divorce
brought positive change, as she joined
a divorce group, met people who had
gone through a similar experience to
hers and gained a huge friendship circle
that has opened her eyes.
“I’ve seen that there’s more to life
than marriage,” Dempsey said.
Can it be possible to take advantage
of all that life has to offer, while being
tied down?
Grant McDonald also went through
a divorce, but said it only caused him to
anticipate the possibility of a second,
more fulfilling marriage.
He said his failed marriage didn’t
taint his perspective on love and commitment, and he ended up finding his
soulmate. Now happily in the 11th year
of his second marriage, he said he has a
pretty good idea of how to make it work.
“We really understand each other and
want the same things. We make sure we
take time for each other and support
each others’ dreams,” he said.
Dempsey, meanwhile, has been separated from her ex-husband for two years
now and admits that she can “never say
never” when talking about the possibility of getting married again. But for now,
she’s not entertaining the idea, and is
enjoying her independence.
“I really don’t mind not having to
do the laundry if I don’t want to, you
know?” Dempsey said. “I like not having
to pick up someone else’s socks at the
end of the bed.”

aising a smart child isn’t as easy as
“(It’s) not interactive, and it’s not social. It also doesn’t utilize the five senshanding them the latest gadgets
es,” Arnall said.
and electronics. Instead, the best
Another presenter, Jennifer Buchantool for a child’s development is their
an, a music therapist and founder of JB
parents.
Music, shows clients – from 18 months
This was the idea behind the Let’s
to 104 years – how music can impact
Learn Together seminar held at Coffee
their lives.
& S’cream in northwest Calgary last
“Regardless of age or ability, music
month.
is going to reach people, it’s a brilliant
It was the third session for the
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Bye bye, books

Novels make room for Indigo’s move into becoming ‘lifestyle’ store

ANNA BROOKS | abrooks@cjournal.ca

“We’re interested in books,” Lawrence said. “This is
a place to come in and choose a book to read. Some
people only read a book a month, so it’s an important
decision we need to help them with.”
Suspicious after being subtly swindled at Chapters
the week previous, I scoured Lawrence’s bookstore
in search of evidence to dispute his claim. I came up
empty-handed, only noticing a set of cupcake memo
pads, a motley of Moleskin journals and a few pairs of
reading glasses.
“I like to sell a couple lines of reading glasses
because people my age need them,” Lawrence joked.
“Like the journals we sell, I think these are all-natural
items. We’re not afraid to stray away a little, but first
and foremost we’re about books.”
Indigo’s Reisman also stated that her company was
“first and foremost a bookseller” in Indigo’s latest annual reports, but she added that the chain is making
the transition into a “cultural lifestyle store.” This shift
means that books will just have to make a little more
room for a growing stock of plush stuffed animals,
wallets and water bottles with hackneyed phrases
stamped on them.

Illustration: Anna Brooks/Calgary Journal

Books are losing the fight against bowls, candles, yoga mats and the like as Indigo transitions into a
“cultural lifestyle store.”

O

ne hurried afternoon, I popped by Chapters in
Chinook Centre to pick up a book I had been
lusting after. Unfortunately the book was
out of stock, and I ended up leaving with a set of $50
bookends, an unsightly keychain, a baby blanket (I
don’t even have a baby) and a dry bank account.
Confounded, I looked back at the store. An impressive banner that read, “Your One Stop Magical
Holiday Shop,” hung over an assortment of holiday
ornaments, pungent candles, over-priced picture
frames and cozy throws.
Guiltily lugging my non-essentials to my car, I wondered how many of the chain’s 4.5 million customers
have noticed how the store seems more interested in
selling yoga mats than books.

Books or Bowls?
Indigo, which took over Chapters in 2001, operates
88 superstores and 158 smaller shops across Canada
and maintains they are a company “designed to be a
destination for book consumers.”
In my opinion, a “faux fur hot water bottle” has as
much to do with encouraging people to read as a bad
case of eczema ($29.50 in “brown mink” if anyone is
interested).
Heather Reisman, the company’s chief executive
officer and also the face behind “Heather’s Picks” declined an interview request from the Calgary Journal.
However, Reisman recently told The Globe and Mail,
her stores were “about the life of a book lover.”
“I’m not interested in selling a bowl,” she told the
paper in an earlier interview. “I am interested in creating an experience around the table for the customer.”
And that means offering customers other products — including bowls (I suppose those are found
on tables). If you type that word into Indigo’s search
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engine on the store’s website, 26 different types
of bowls pop up — ranging from a “small ribbed
porcelain bowl” for $8.99 to a “set of nesting bowls”
for $66.50.
Books Find Shelter in Shelf Life
Nestled comfortably on the corner opposite Central
Memorial Park in downtown Calgary is Shelf Life

“ I think the fact that
Indigo is full of candles
and giftwrap is definitely
a symptom of the disease.
But I don’t have any
empirical evidence for
whether that makes the
disease worse or not.”
— Sarah Cooper,
director of the National Reading Campaign
Books, one of the city’s young independent bookstores and one of Reisman’s newest competitors.
Manager Will Lawrence sat in a cozy leather chair as
he explained that their store’s business is still climbing because customers know that books are their
main priority.

Heather’s Tricks
The motives behind Indigo’s shift towards becoming
the “world’s first lifestyle store” are not unfounded. In
a day where e-books are more popular than a pair of
Justin Bieber’s underpants, I can empathize as bookstores cinch their belts tighter. How can even massive
conglomerates like Indigo compete with cyber-giants
like Amazon?
Erin Creasey, sales and marketing director for
independent publisher EWC Press, said that “concentrated moves” like cutting down shelf space for books
are done largely because e-books are dominating the
book market. Creasey added that Indigo started replacing books with toys and gifts long before physical
book sales actually began to drop.
“They were kind of putting the cart before the
horse,” Creasey said. “And of course you’re going to
sell fewer books when you have less books on the
shelves for people to buy.”
It’s true that the total revenues for fiscal 2011-12
decreased by $22.4 million, or 2.3 per cent from the
previous fiscal year. But the loss didn’t turn out to
be so bad as Indigo emerged victorious upon their
recent sale of the popular e-book Kobo to Rakuten
Inc., Japan’s largest e-commerce company in August.
Indigo pocketed a dizzying $165 million, a number
the company boasted to be a “five-fold gain.”
Profits aside, as Indigo snuggles deeper into one
of their comfy throws, the book world grows ever
colder.
Sarah Cooper, director for the newly launched National Reading Campaign, said that when that world
is already suffering from the closure of independent
bookstores and the bankruptcy of publishers, “the
fact that the big-box chains seem to feel the need to
sell a lot of candles” is not a good thing.
“The truth is these corporations feel the need to
diversify their stock to buttress their bottom line,”
Cooper said. “I think the fact that Indigo is full of
candles and giftwrap is definitely a symptom of the
disease. But I don’t have any empirical evidence for
whether that makes the disease worse or not.”
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Cover designer by day,
award-winning author by night
C.S. Richardson publishes his much-anticipated second novel, ‘The Emperor of Paris’
KARRY TAYLOR | ktaylor@cjournal.ca

B

y day, Scott Richardson is a book designer,
and vice-president and creative director of
one of Canada’s largest publishing companies. One day he decided to try writing a novel of his
own in his spare time.
The result was “The End of the Alphabet” — written in the evenings over the course of several
years and published under his writing name of C.S.
Richardson. The novel went on to win the 2008
Commonwealth Writers’ Prize for best first book in
Canada and the Caribbean.
He still has his day job, and now C.S. Richardson
has returned with his novel, “The Emperor of Paris.”
Set in Paris in the years following World War I, the
novel tells the story of Octavio, an illiterate, bookworshipping baker who falls in love with Isabeau,
an art restorer who feels more comfortable among
books than with people. While a shared love of
stories helps to bring the two together, the novel
is also about the things that end up standing in
the way of two people who seem destined to share
their lives. The story paints a vivid picture of Parisian
life in a period that has become mythologized in
both literature and art. Much of the novel’s charm,
however, comes from the fact that Richardson offers
readers a look into life behind the typical postcard
façade of Paris.
Richardson recently sat down with Calgary Journal
reporter Karry Taylor to discuss flawed characters,
e-books and his love for Paris.
What is it about Paris, and in particular
Paris in the early 20th century, that is so
beguiling?
I wish I could put my finger on what makes Paris so
special, and why it does to me what it does. I think
it’s just this perfect storm of architecture, history,
food and people — all those things come together
for me in Paris. That time period in Parisian history
was as tumultuous as almost any other in the city’s
entire history. In the early 20th century, you had the
First World War, new advances in technology and
an explosion of the visual arts. So that period has
always fascinated me.

“...it’s just this perfect storm
of architecture, history,
food and people—all those
things come together for
me in Paris.”
— C.S. Richardson,
author
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I knew this book was going to take me a long
time to write. I thought to myself: ‘If I am going to
spend that much time in my head in one place, I
better like where I am going to be.’ But I could have
set this book anywhere. Hopefully the story is more
universal, rather than tied to one specific place. But I
wanted to see if I — like all of the thousands of writers throughout history who have written about Paris
— could throw something in there and make it stick.
How did you decide to set the story in
and around a bakery?
Going back, again, to the tumultuous times that
Paris was going through, I wanted to learn more. I
wanted to dive into what was it like for the Average
Joe who was living in Paris at that time—the people
who were just trying to get through their lives. I
wanted my protagonist to be a tradesman. I thought
‘what’s a more characteristically Parisian vocation
than being a baker?’

Photos courtesy of Random House Canada

C.S. Richardson’s latest novel, “The Emperor
of Paris,” tells the story of an unlikely romance
between an illiterate Parisian baker and a woman
who spends most of her time reading books.
All of the characters in this book have
obvious faults or face significant barriers of one type or another to overcome.
Why did you decide to make them flawed?
I wanted to be as real and as truthful as to what human beings are really like. We all have flaws, to one
extent or another. Some of them are imposed upon
us — sometimes it’s a physical scar, sometimes it’s
something emotional.
I wanted my characters to be as real as I could
make them. So I wanted to give them all something
— they weren’t going to be perfect. They came from
‘the wrong side of the tracks.’ Or they were thrust
into situations that they had no business being in.
Or they were in lives they didn’t want to be in. I hate
reading books that either have characters who are
absolutely perfect, or who do things that, as you
read about them, you say ‘they would never do that!’

Books — in particular their physical aspects — are very important to several of
the characters in this novel. Given your
profession as a book designer, what
are your thoughts on the future of the
physical book? Will e-books completely
wipe them out?
You are right to point out that ‘The Emperor of
Paris,’ as much as anything else, is homage to the
physical book and to the great craft of creating a
physical thing. I didn’t want to get on a soapbox and
start talking about the role of physical books, or the
supposed death of the book. But by the same token,
that is how I spend my life. So I wanted to talk a little
bit about that.
E-books were ‘the next big thing.’ They suck all of
the air out of the room and that is all that anybody
can talk about. Of course every time there is a new
technology that comes along, everybody says that
the old one is dead. But the dust is settling. Physical books are still around. If anything, I think that
the advent of e-books is making physical books
even better. For me, they are just one more format
of book. You can have a hard cover, if you like. You
can have a paperback, if you like. Or you can have
an e-book. If that is what you want, publishers will
provide it.
I think that the calls for the death of the physical book are falling on deaf ears. They have been
around for half a millennium, if not longer. They
have survived just about anything you can throw at
them, and they continue to roll along. I consider a
physical book almost a perfect thing. Whether you
live in the grasslands of Africa or in a Paris apartment, you can read a book. You don’t need to plug
it in or keep it charged. There will always be physical
books.
Did you design the covers for your two
novels yourself?
No, I didn’t. There are two reasons why. The first
reason is that I am still very much learning how to
write. For this book — as well as my first book — it
was all about the writing. That was my job. I couldn’t
muddy the waters by thinking about what the
book was going to look like. The second is that I am
blessed with a fantastic publisher who employs the
best book designers in the country. I knew going in
that I would be in the best possible hands. So I could
easily step away from it.
What is next for you in terms of writing?
Next will be another novel. I will just keep going
with writing until somebody tells me to stop. I am in
this for the long-haul. Even on its darkest day, I love
doing it.
Editor’s note: questions and answers have been edited
for length and clarity.
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Gorilla House brings in different crowd
Live art battles bridge gap between artist, observer

MEAGAN GILL | mgill@cjournal.ca
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Artist Desere Pressey paints a portrait in her studio at Gorilla Arts for one of the live art battles.

I

f you’re looking for something fun to do in the
Calgary arts scene, you may just want to stumble
into a little place called the Gorilla House. Located
on the corner of 14th Street and 15th Avenue in the
Southwest, it’s a venue that bridges the gap between
the artist and the observer.
Inside, you will find that it’s not just your typical art
gallery, it’s also a studio where you can watch the artists create a masterpiece right before your eyes.
Rich Theroux, owner of Gorilla House, said he always
thought that a gallery and a studio should be combined together as one. That way, he said, the public
can see the art being created and therefore have a
stronger connection to the artwork itself.
Jessica Szabo, an artist, teacher, and regular at Gorilla House said it’s an amazing place because there’s
no judging of each other’s work.
“Everyone’s allowed. There are so many different
groups of people that come together, it’s not just artists; it’s people who walk in off the street,” Szabo said.
The Gorilla House opened in mid-July and has
become quite a hit among both artists and non-artists.
Every Wednesday night they have live art battles in
which a “wheel of doom” is spun and three random
themes are chosen. Using these themes, each competing artist creates a work of art in just two hours.
More than 100 people show up to these battles on
any given night, about 40 of whom are artists who
compete in the battles, Theroux said. After the twohour battle, artists bring their pieces up to the front
where they are auctioned off to the public or to other
artists. The artists decide what price they want to start
the bidding at and the rest is up to the crowd.
Pieces can be sold anywhere from $10 to $300. The
artists each receive 50 per cent from their sales prices
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and the rest goes to the gallery.
The public has the unique opportunity to walk
around and talk to the artists as they create their
pieces. They get to see the artists go from blank canvases to works of art.
During this time, the competing artists are scattered
all over the place. They are at the front of the studio, at
the back, they’re sitting on the floor or working at an
easel, and some venture downstairs to the basement
to get their creative juices flowing.
“Here we get to come and paint and we get to
interact with the viewers and we get to watch them be
amazed by what we’ve done,” Theroux said. “The viewers come in and just indulge in the art-making.”
The name of the space, which seems to have effectively connected with the art-going audience, came to
Theroux after he and his son had just gotten matching
gorilla costumes.
“About 90 per cent of the people who just wandered
in, did so because they wanted to know why it was
called Gorilla House,” Theroux said.
Artist Desere Pressey said the atmosphere of Gorilla
House is what made her want to become a part of the
battles.
“When I walked in the door, it was just such an amazing environment, and so welcoming,” Pressey said. “It’s
like the land of the misfits. It’s just like there was no
snobbery or distance between the art and the observer
and I just thought that was so beautiful.”
Gina Martino and her friends are a part of an arts and
cultures group. They’re always looking for different
events that they can go to that are preferably free of
charge. So when they heard about the art battles, just
through word of mouth, they decided to go check it
out.

“It seemed like an interesting concept,” Martino said.
“I think the idea of auctioning the work off is great for
the artists.”
Although they are called “battles,” the atmosphere
doesn’t seem at all competitive. On one recent night,
it was more down-to-earth and friendly, with artists
connecting with one another and also with members
of the public.
“It’s really great for people who are new to the city
and don’t know a lot of people. It’s such a strange
atmosphere where everybody welcomes everybody,”
Theroux said.
Gorilla House Live Art Battles happen every Wednesday night from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Gorilla House is
located at 1503 15th Ave. S.W.
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Rich Theroux, the owner of Gorilla House, works
on his piece for one of the live art battles. One of
the themes in this battle was schoolyard bullies.
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Skip the gym, play dodgeball instead
Get an intense cardio workout while having fun

W

e all played dodgeball in school, the game
that made us either love or hate gym class.
But for most of us, that was the last time we
played the sport.
If you were among those who loved dodgeball, take
heart: adult dodgeball is being played in Calgary as a
fun alternative for an intense cardio workout.
Cole Jordan, director of the Calgary Recreational
Dodgeball Association, says that the teams play as
many games as possible within an hour. He says that
their record is 39 games in one hour. There are 38
teams that play at various schools around the city on
Monday and Wednesday nights.

Evan Manconi | emanconi@cjournal.ca
Jordan says that the muscles being used to dodge
are quite different than the ones being used in any other sport. There is a lot of cutting, jumping and running,
which engages the leg muscles. When throwing, there
is a lot of focus put on the shoulders and triceps. The
movements of dodgeball create a full body workout,
he says.
“It’s really fast paced, lots of running and I think it’s
surprisingly tiring,” Jordan says.
Dodgeball is a game that gives players instant
gratification when they get a hit. With so many games
being played, Jordan says it is likely the players will hit
lots of people. Getting a hit is the rewarding part of the

game but there is also the chance to get hit.
“It’s those high and lows,” Jordan says. “And it’s a
game where you’re basically on the balls of your feet
the entire time.”
Steve McLellan has been playing with the association for seven years. He plays two times a week and he
says it is the best cardio workout that he has ever come
across.
“I hate working out. If I have to go to the gym, I’m
bored in 20 minutes, but with dodgeball you want to
come out because you like your team and you like the
other teams,” McLellan says.
Michelle Harrison, a special event manager at the

“It’s a recess-playground
game but it’s so active and
so intense that you feel like
you’re in one of those
cheesy sports movies.”
— Steve McLellan,
dodgeball player
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When dodging isn’t an option, trying to catch a ball is a good way to stay in the game while bringing
one of your own players back.
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Calgary Sport and Social Club, one venue where the
game is regularly played, has been taking part in the
sport herself for the last five years.
“Dodgeball is a great way to stay active because it’s
so much fun. It’s something you look forward to going
to. You aren’t dreading it like you might dread going to
the gym,” Harrison says.
She says that anyone can join a team and start playing in a recreational division. She says that the skills
used in dodgeball are very easy to learn as opposed
to a different sport such as volleyball. People may be
more nervous to join a volleyball league because they
feel they need to already have the necessary skills. With
dodgeball, there is a different mentality.
“You pick it up so fast, so people that maybe were
not as athletic in the past or don’t feel like they’re an
athletic person, they can really shine,” Harrison says.
The Calgary Sport and Social Club is one venue
where people can sign-up to play dodgeball. The deadline for the winter season sign-up is Dec. 19.
McLellan says that dodgeball is a game of fake
drama and can seem ridiculous. He says, “It’s a recessplayground game but it’s so active and so intense
that you feel like you’re in one of those cheesy sports
movies.”
McLellan says that the goal of the Calgary Recreational Dodgeball Association is to provide a fast
dodgeball game that is well played and well matched.
There are three divisions, with Division 1 being the
most competitive and Division 3 being the least competitive. He says the league is set up to accommodate
new players, as well as provide experienced dodgeball
players with high-level competition.
“It’s a really fun way to get in shape without taking
yourself too seriously,” McLellan says.
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Entertainment
Music

The Sheepdogs
With Yukon Blonde
MacEwan Hall December 16
primeboxoffice.com

Alexisonfire 10th Anniversary
Farewell Tour with Moneen
BMO Centre December 20
unionevents.com

Platinum Blonde
Deerfoot Inn & Casino December 31
deerfootinn.com

Miles Goodwyn & April Wine
Deerfoot Inn & Casino December 31
deerfootinn.com

Elvis (Gino Monopoli) Tribute
Deerfoot Inn & Casino January 3 & 5
deerfootinn.com

Cosmik Desbris
The Music of Frank Zappa
Jack Singer Concert Hall January 9
cpo-live.com

An Evening with Blue Rodeo
Jubilee Auditorium January 10 & 11
jubileeauditorium.com

Nelly Furtado
With Dylan Murray & Jessica Tyler
Jubilee Auditorium January 12
jubileeauditorium.com

Theatre

Everything Is Terribly Nice Here
Pumphouse Theatre December 12-22
ghostrivertheatre.com

Aladdin: a Pantomime

Photo courtesy of Chealion/ flickr.com

Get into the holiday spirit at the Calgary Zoo, where visitors can witness 1.5 million Christmas lights.
Calgary Zoo Lights are happening until January 5. Visit calgaryzoo.org

Literary

Zadie Smith
MacEwan Ballroom January 15
calgarywritersprogram.com

COMEDY

Ron James Live
Jack Singer Concert Hall December 15
epcorcentre.org

Gerry Dee - Life After Teaching Tour
Jubilee Auditorium December 29
jubileeauditorium.com

Gilbert Gottfried
Yuk Yuk’s January 17-19
yukyuks.com

Sports

Community Events
Winter CARnival
Heritage Park December 27-January 6
heritagepark.ca

The Annual Resolution Run
Eau Claire Market December 31
events.runningroom.com

The Motorcycle Show
BMO Centre January 4-6
calgarymotorcycleshow.ca

Bridal Fantasy Calgary
The Boutique Bridal Show
Telus Convention Centre January 13
bridalfantasy.com

Pumphouse Theatre December 13-22
morpheustheatre.ca

Harlem Globetrotters

Holidays

The Diary of Anne Frank

Scotiabank Saddledome January 10
scotiabanksaddledome.com

Christmas in Kensington Village

Pumphouse Theatre January 11-26
morpheustheatre.ca

Monty Python’s Spamalot
Victor Mitchell Theatre January 11-26
frontrowcentre.ca

An Evening of Opera
Cardel Theatre January 12
cardeltheatre.com

Haptic and Holistic Strata
Theatre Junction January 16-19
theatrejunction.com
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Calgary Roughnecks season opener

Kensington Village until December 23
visitkensington.com

Scotiabank Saddledome January 12
calgaryroughnecks.com

Oh! Christmas Tree

Festivals
End of the World Music Festival

Lunchbox Theatre December 3-22
lunchboxtheatre.com

Masquerade New Year’s Eve

#1 Legion December 21
endoftheworldyyc.com

Carriage House Inn December 31
masqueradenye.com

Polar Music Festival

Zoo Year’s Eve

BMO Centre December 28
unionevents.com

Calgary Zoo December 31
calgaryzoo.org
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Are you a pro DJ?

Calgary’s top disc jockeys work to professionalize industry

VERONICA POCZA | vpocza@cjournal.ca

A

s cool as it may be to have your DJ name on
your Facebook page and work a night for a beer
tab at your favourite club, some newcomers
of the growing DJ scene are “lacking a respect for the
art form and health of the industry,” says David Gale,
professional, licensed DJ and owner of Voxbox Studios
DJ Skool.
Gale recently flew in members of the Canadian
Professional Disc Jockey Association from Ontario to
discuss new ideas for the industry – “a possible certification process or general guideline that every DJ, no
matter the level or commitment, will follow,” says Gale.
“I connected with members of the association
because I heard they were applying this to a college
atmosphere in Ontario. We need to start implementing
more programs like this across the city and the country.
“We are the only program that’s made up of local
DJs who are trying to influence the up and coming DJs,
wanting to make them more professional.
“We aren’t doing this for the money,” he says, laughing.
“I’m doing this for the sake of my industry and the
respect of my beloved art form.”
WHAT’S GONE WRONG
Gale says there is a serious lack of knowledge regarding this industry. He adds that it is necessary to develop
and nurture that knowledge to make the improvements he sees as necessary.
Pro spinner and DJ school instructor Scott Clarke
agrees that the knowledge among consumers and
aspiring DJs has gone down.
Clarke explains that consumers – ranging from club
owners to brides – don’t understand that the cost for
professionals meets the value.
Dennis Hampson, executive director of the association, agrees with Clarke.
“The key is first knowing the craft and learning the
value of your DJ rather than seeking the best price,” he
says.
“An uneducated consumer chooses based on price;
an educated consumer chooses based on value.”
So why are nightclubs hiring amateur or resident DJs
instead of the pros? Again, Hampson says it’s that lack
of knowledge.
“Club owners don’t understand that they are taking
a risk with hiring an amateur DJ. They haven’t been
trained in the business, technical and professional aspect,” Hampson says, One thing goes wrong and they
will have no back up plan.”
The assocation’s president Dave Hastings says he
supports setting mandatory guidelines.
“I call what we do the world’s most underrated art
form,” he says.
“The mass access to equipment and technology has
made it possible for people to mix two songs together.
This isn’t DJing.”
He says that method is ruining the art.
“It’s like hand painting the Mona Lisa, then having
someone just come in with a spray gun and do the
same thing in two minutes.”
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A live set at Habitat nightclub on an evening dedicated to expose new DJs to the scene in Calgary.
WHAT THE PROS DO
Hampson explains that a certified DJ would be trained
in all necessary aspects of the industry. As a professional, they would understand everything from the
importance of quality equipment, technical knowledge
of sound systems, trouble shooting, marketing, accounting and safety. Such certification, he adds, would
show “we are insured, mature and serious about what
we do. You are guaranteed to have everything taken
care of no matter what,” he says.
Clarke knows the importance of establishing these
professional relationships.
“I once drove six hours out to B.C. to drop a guy off a
USB cord because he forgot one,” he says laughing.
Clarke suggests that amateur DJs just looking to “get
their ego fix in a nightclub scene” won’t have these
problem-solving skills.
“They wouldn’t have that support team or backup
plan, so as a client you’re taking a chance with hiring
them,” he says.
“But I guess it depends on your event. There’s a
place for these amateur DJs.”
WORKING TOGETHER
Clarke says the industry is currently very scattered, in
part due to “the guys who are trying to do their ‘dubstep’ niche – or whatever niche – trying to become the
kings of the scene.”
“But, we can all move together – professionally and
properly – under everyone’s terms,” he says. “Then we
can go further than anyone in this city is able to do on
their own.”
Gale says a form of certification and a network

would better the reputation of DJs as professional
music artists. He says that the industry needs to mature
more because there are so many people who disrespect the scene.
Amadeus Meitner, a young gun in the industry, is
working to keep a good reputation as a professional.
He says he sees the point in developing these mandatory guidelines.
But, he also stresses “though it’s a good idea with
good intentions, in actuality, it just wouldn’t work.”
Meitner says that it would be hard to spread it in the
industry, starting with club owners who do just want
the top hits played for cheap.
HAVE SOME RESPECT
Longtime Calgary DJ Carly “Sheset Steez” Johnson,
supports the certification idea.
Johnson explains that a successful DJ who can make
a living off of it is someone who has earned a valuable
reputation.
“Yeah, there’s a lot of amateur DJs coming out and
ruining the scene,” she says.
“I overheard just last week that some resident DJ in
Grand Prairie was playing my personal recorded music
as their set.”
She agrees the scene is in need of improvements,
but says word of mouth will filter out the unprofessionals in the industry.
“They just don’t have any respect for the time and
dedication that this actually takes,” she says.
“But there are enough of us who are professionals
and will succeed and make a living off of it, because we
will contribute and we care.”
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Online video
inspires beatboxer

Making the trek
for music downtown

City’s venues are in concentrated area

‘Eazy G’ shares talent locally and overseas
Kian Sumalpong | ksumalpong@cjournal.ca

W

atching a video of a beatboxer
featured on France’s Got Talent
was what sparked Erick Gutierrez’s
interest in learning more about the
vocal percussion.
Friend Nikko Manabat said, “At first
I thought it was just a hobby he would
do.”
“Now I see that he has a real passion
for it and can go far in the beatboxing
community.”
Beatboxing is an element of hip hop
that is a form of vocal percussion. With
the use of one’s lips, tongue and voice,
musical sounds are produced.
Now 21 years old, Gutierrez, who
goes by “Eazy G,” first performed at his
high school talent show. From there,
he grew to love it even more.
He first realized the effect his talent
has on other people when he competed in the Youth Talent Search in the
past. After Gutierrez’s performance, a
spectator asked for his autograph telling him she knew he would be famous
some day.
He said he isn’t in it for the fortune
and fame, but he does love the impact
it has on others. Gutierrez once did a
workshop with kids and he said he was
surprised with how much they liked it.
“If you think about it, it’s just making sounds with your mouth,” he said.
His talent has reached overseas
through his YouTube videos.
“On Facebook, people add me

Photo: Kian Sumalpong/Calgary Journal

Erick “Eazy G” Gutierrez has been
beatboxing for about six years.
He has performed at a number of
events since he started.

“It’s really bad to build up anger.
When you beatbox, you can let it all
out without saying one word.”
He said even though beatboxing
has been around for awhile, he thinks
it still doesn’t get the respect it deserves because it’s still a new concept
to some people.
“People say beatboxing is imitation,
but I think it’s more
creation.”
Gutierrez won his
first contest at the
Western Canadian
— Erick Gutierrez, Beatbox Championbeatboxer ships in September
held in Calgary.
One of the judges, Randy “Exzam”
from the Philippines, Malaysia, GerHollick, said his dedication shows with
many, Russia and they write on the
him winning the title.
wall ‘Thanks for the add,’” Gutierrez
“I felt that it was well-deserved and
proudly said.
not
easy by any means but he’s come
With people seeing his videos of
a
long
way and he’s doing really well,”
himself beatboxing at his home or
said
Hollick,
a beatboxer for 12 years.
at an event, admirers find their way
He
said
Gutierrez
gives other young
to connect with him through social
and
upcoming
beatboxers
hope and
media. Gutierrez said he finds it flatterinspiration.
ing that other beatboxers ask for his
Gutierrez said, “I’m just doing it
opinions on techniques and flow.
because
I love it, not because I want to
For Gutierrez, beatboxing is also a
be
better
than anybody else.”
way to relieve stress.

Travis Borstmayer | tborstmayer@cjournal.ca

A

t 825 square kilometres, Calgary is
a massive urban sprawl, and for the
frequent goers of the thriving nightlife in our
city’s core, the midnight bus home to those
bedroom neighbourhoods always comes too
soon.
But local artists expect music lovers will
have to continue to head downtown to
get their music fix – with venue options in
the suburbs being seemingly few and far
between.
Musician Clinton St. John, who has been
playing in and around Calgary for 17 years,
attributes this lack of suburban venues to the
large working population in those neighbourhoods.
St. John says he has a hard time believing “the type of blue collar and white collar
people moving here to work in the oil industry” would be inclined to “see a local indie
rock band on a Thursday night.”
This is one of many reasons local artist and
show-goer Lisa Hodgkinson prefers downtown to suburban bars, saying that suburban
bars cater more towards “working guys” or
people “in their mid-30s who are on their way
home from work.”
As a result, St. John says, “The inclination
of a promoter doing a local show is to have it
downtown.”
This leads to a curious catch-22 because
most suburban venues don’t attract a lot of
musicians, so they don’t attract a lot of experienced sound technician department. So
musicians like St. John, who says he generally
only likes to play venues with good sound,
stay away from the suburbs.
That consequently sends more musicians
downtown and people follow to get their
music fix.

This also makes the urban core a desired
location for entrepreneurs looking to open
a new music venue – which is why almost
every notable venue in Calgary lies between
Memorial Drive and 17th Avenue.
For Hodgkinson, the area’s compact bar
scene means more options and more people
her age, which keeps her coming back for
more.

“The inclination of
a promoter doing a
local show is to have
it downtown.”
– Clinton St. John,
musician

For the venues that do operate outside of
downtown, reaching out to new clientele can
be difficult.
Joel Nania, owner of Weeds Café in Capitol
Hill says that, as a coffee shop, his promotion
budget is zero.
Instead, he says he largely relies on word
of mouth to attract customers, as well as the
bands – which only play about three times
per month – to bring their following.
“If you think you can get people here let’s
do it, but if you’re expecting a crowd here
when you get here, it’s probably not what
you’re looking for,” said Nania.
It’s nuances such as this that appear to
be playing against the future of widespread
venues in Calgary. So, for now, the midnight
bus ride home to the suburbs will have to do.

“People say beatboxing
is imitation, but I think
it’s more creation.”
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Despite Calgary’s large size, many of its most reputable venues lie in very
concentrated areas.
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Salsera for life

A successful path full of Latin rhythms and flavour
MICHELLE THOMAS | mthomas@cjournal.ca

I

n South America, when a girl turns
15, a big party is thrown. It is called
a quinceañera.
A choreographed dance routine is
one of the most important activities
during that party, and this is how Paulina Posadas Dagio started dancing.
Ten years later, the Morelia, Mexico
resident is the world salsa champion
and a major influence on Calgary’s
salsa dancing scene.
“I started dancing all kind of Latin
dances and some other styles after I
practiced for my sweet 15 routine,”
she said.
“I trained in ballet, jazz, contemporary and even some gymnastics, which
definitely complemented my salsa
dancing.”
But for Dagio, “Salsa is that moment
to express what you feel.”
She sees it as a dance form without
rules and rigid movement.
“Salsa combines technique, expres-

What is
Salsa?
Salsa began in the
1900s in Cuba, but
the salsa revolution
started in New York.
Salsa is identified
as a series of
rhythms coming
from the Caribbean
area. It was
influenced by Afro–
Cuban rhythms
that originated
the Latin jazz,
which eventually
resulted in mambo
and finally in Salsa
music.

Salsera:

female salsa dancer

Salsero:

male salsa dancer
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sion, feeling and that’s why I love it.”
Despite salsa’s free form, Posadas
Dagio worked hard to master the
dance by competing internationally
while completing a degree in business
administration.
“It was hard to compete, rehearse
and study at the same time, but I
made the decision because it is a part
of who I am.”
That eventually led to Posadas
Dagio and her dance partner, David
Zepeda, winning the World Latin
Dance Cup’s Salsa On2 competition in
2011.
Nevertheless, Posadas Dagio said
she still has a hard time defining herself as a great dancer.
“People say that I have lots of style,
there are others that say I am fast,
but I can’t develop an opinion about
myself,” she said.
“What I try to express when I dance
is that the steps or any movement that
look hard or difficult can be done.”
That’s a message Posadas Dagio
and Zepeda are spreading as they
travel around the world to share the
knowledge they have acquired during
their career.
One of her major stops is Calgary,
the home of Posadas Dagio’s sisterin-law, Melissa Posadas, the owner of
MoreSalsa Dance.
A Calgary influence
Her sister-in-law says she sees Posadas
Dagio’s world champion title as a
great influence in the Calgary salsa
scene.
“Paulina is well known and respected as a great instructor and dancer,”
Posadas said, “She is whom the local
instructors learn from.”
In October, MoreSalsa Dance put together a lady styling workshop where
Posadas Dagio taught and showcased
some of her techniques for Calgary
salseras.
Janet Moon is a salsa performer and
social dancer who had the opportunity
to take Posadas Dagio’s workshop.
“I liked how clear Paulina was with

“Salsa combines technique,
expression, feeling
and that’s why I love it.”
— Paulina Posadas Dagio,

Photo: Michelle Thomas/Calgary Journal

Paulina Posadas Dagio teaches a lady styling workshop at the Ballroom
and Country Dance Studio in Calgary.
what she taught in her movement and
verbal explanation,” Moon said.
Moon added that Paulina’s teaching
technique is “patient with everyone
and in tune with a good pace in which
to teach new things.”
Moon said thanks to the lesson, she
was able to upgrade her salsa skills
and sharpen her basic salsa moves.

Dancer aims for
a salsa school
Posadas Dagio’s plan is to keep dancing in the next five years so that in
10 years she will have the school she
2011 World Salsa Champion wants.
That school would be a compilation of different rhythms and beats

from around the world, but also be a
place “where salsa can be taught as a
career.”
Posadas Dagio acknowledged that
there are various dance schools but
not for salsa.
“I want to take salsa to the next level
where anyone can study technique
and methodology, and even to understand where salsa comes from,” she
said.
Posadas Dagio will be at the
Vancouver International Salsafestival
on March 7 -10, but looks forward to
coming to Calgary more often to collaborate with MoreSalsa Dance.
“As long as people invite me to
Calgary, I’ll be here.”
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Against the norm

‘Boylesque’ dancer describes his performance
BRE BREZINSKI | bbrezinski@cjournal.ca

“I

like to get naked, it’s enjoyable,” says Jason Goethals, a 39-year-old dancer who goes by the stage
name “Damian Rhapsody.”
Goethals is one of the few male burlesque dancers in
Calgary. Originally from Winnipeg, he now calls himself
a “naturalized Calgarian,” who performs periodically at
various venues around the city.
He describes burlesque as being “generally sexualized
but not necessarily.”
While studying dramatic arts at the University of Calgary, Goethals enrolled in a jazz dance class, since there
wasn’t a specific movement class in the drama program
at the time.
“I ended up doing a lot more dance than I planned,”
he says.
Goethals was working at the Hillhurst Sunnyside Community Centre when he saw a burlesque performance
and thought that he would like to try the self-expressive
dance.

HOW DID HE GET INVOLVED?
A few years after seeing the performance, Goethals jumped into the burlesque scene by taking a class
through Daisy DeVille’s Burlesque Burn.
Founder and operator DeVille started the class just
over two years ago and in that time, Goethals has been
her most prominent male student.
DeVille said that the biggest challenge for male burlesque or “boylesque dancers” is “to walk the line between all the glitter and showmanship and still appear
masculine.”
WHAT OTHERS THINK OF HIS PERFORMANCES
DeVille describes Goethals’ performances as being “larger than life.”
“There is a lot of comedy in his solo performances,”
she says.
DeVille says, in general, boylesque performers “break
boundaries” in the dance performance world.
She describes Goethals as “a trailblazer in Calgary”
and she said she knows that he delights the audience
whenever he is on stage.

“Any man confident to do
it on stage is going to do it
professionally. And if they
are going to do that, they’ll
head to the coast.”
— Jason Goethals,
Boylesque dancer
“People always respond positively to him.”
Another Calgary-based burlesque dancer, Raven Virginia, believes that the most challenging part for male
burlesque dancers is to “keep what they are doing artistic.”
Virginia is a teacher and headmistress of Calgary’s
Garter Girls School of Burlesque. She describes the difference between burlesque and “classic erotic dance”
as burlesque having an “objective to perform and not
to show.”
“Burlesque is supported by a character and narrative.”
Virginia thinks that burlesque dancing is more challenging for males because “it can turn into really cheesy
male Chippendales stripper dancing.”
Just as DeVille, Virginia is not familiar with a lot of
boylesque dancers in Calgary other than Goethals.
Goethals agrees to being one of the only dancers in
Calgary: “ I’m breaking whatever glass ceiling that may
be there.”

Photo: Bre Brezinski/Calgary Journal

Jason Goethals will be performing in “Kinky?” at
Quincy’s on Seventh on Saturday, Dec. 8.
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WHY AND WHAT RHAPSODY ENJOYS MOST
“I didn’t want to come in smelling like a boy and screw
everything up,” said Goethals.
He says the lack of male burlesque dancers is the same
reason why there is a lack of male actors in Calgary.
“Any man confident to do it on stage is going to do it

Photo: Bre Brezinski/Calgary Journal

Jason Goethals shows confidence as he strips
down in a seductive pose with his props.
professionally,” Goethals says. “And if they are going to
do that, they’ll head to the coast.”
Goethals enjoys burlesque dancing because the performances are like “little short stories.”
“There are no formal dance moves and the shows are
very performative. There is a playfulness, too, and that’s
one thing that I think is absolutely necessary,” he says.
Goethals also likes the direct connection with the audience.
“Part of burlesque is to engage the audience. The entire thing is a wink to the audience.”
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Theatre companies under pressure
Performance community shoulders weight of failed expansion

JUSTIN WILSON | jwilson@cjournal.ca

T

heatre companies in Calgary are struggling for
space, and artists are paying for it. The problem
isn’t new, but one that’s been exacerbated since
the Pumphouse Theatre was forced to scrap an extensive expansion project one year ago this month.
The expansion – carrying a price tag of more than
$15 million – had been in the works for more than six
years and included the planned construction of an
additional theatre and funding for renovations to the
existing Joyce Doolittle and Victor Mitchell theatres.
The loss of anticipated funding resulted in drastic
rent and fee increases for theatre companies using
the space, in order to cover the cost of renovation and
upkeep.
Aaron Conrad, artistic director of Scorpio Theatre, is
one of several tenants making changes to his season
after his rent increased 50 per cent in 2012, and is set
to go up to 70 per cent more than the original figure
next year.
“We’ve had to cut performances,” Conrad says.
“Rather than doing 10 shows, we’re doing eight in a
standard two-week run.
“When I get into programming next season knowing our rates are going up again, I’m going to have to
ask, ‘How is this going to impact my bottom line?’”
For Conrad, an average two-week theatre rental
would previously have cost around $1,900. The price
is now around $3,000, and is scheduled to increase
again in 2013.
The Expansion
With the rent increase, some companies have faulted
Pumphouse management, citing a lack of communication with tenants. But Pumphouse exectutive
director Scott McTavish says the issues are more
complicated.

“I’d be happy to pay more
if I felt like the lighting
instruments are being
updated, or the lobby is
going to be changed, or the
dressing rooms are going
to be redeveloped.”
— Eric Rose, co-artistic director
of Ghost River Theatre
McTavish pushed hard for the building’s rejuvenation. The City of Calgary hadn’t invested in the building since 1972 when Joyce Doolittle lobbied to have
the theatre converted from an abandoned pumping
station to a theatre space.
“Out of what was initially a $13-million project, the
city was providing $4 (million), the feds were going to
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provide $3 (million), the province was going to pro-

$23.7 million between 2009-2011. Efforts have been
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Pumphouse Theatre executive director, Scott McTavish, oversaw the theatres possible expansion
from 2006-2011 before the development fell through.
vide $3 (million) and we were going to fundraise $3
(million). The city was getting a significant benefit for
their $4-million capital investment,” McTavish says.
Throughout the six years, getting all three levels of
government on the same page, dealing with donor
fatigue, and needing to re-educate four cultural
ministers going in and out of power, made it almost
impossible for the Pumphouse to break ground on
the expansion.
Where is the money going?
For some, the rent isn’t the biggest issue. Eric Rose,
co-artistic director of Ghost River Theatre, has no
problem with the increase if the money is spent on
changes needed at the Pumphouse.
“I’d be happy to pay more if I felt like the lighting
instruments are being updated, or the lobby is going to be changed, or the dressing rooms are going
to be redeveloped,” Rose says, though he has yet to
see improvements.
Rose has expressed willingness to work with other
companies to improve the Pumphouse without
smaller theatre companies shouldering the weight
of the failed expansion.
“It was devastating for us. What I would have
loved to have happened was go, ‘Okay, this expansion isn’t happening, but how do we re-envision the
model here? How do we work together as a group
to make the Pumphouse the best it can be?’”
Rose has looked at the models of other Canadian
cities and wonders why Calgary’s municipal government historically lacks stronger backing for the arts.
Edmonton’s revitalization of Alberta Avenue
has been underway since 2006 and according to
the City of Edmonton’s website, the city invested

largely in part to Arts on the Avenue, a non-profit
organization, whose mandate is to cultivate artistic
fellowship through arts celebrations, festivals and
traditions.
“They want to change the neighbourhood and
they realize that by bringing artists in, they bring
a kind of animation, and suddenly people want to
go there. It becomes a community. Sometimes in
Calgary, I think that grassroots attitude is missing,”
says Rose.
Where do we go from here?
While Rose wants to bring Pumphouse tenants
together on the issues, some have instead decided to
vacate and start fresh in other locations.
Storybook Theatre held its first performance of
“Buckskin & Chapperos” at the Pumphouse in 1977
and maintained a strong relationship with the venue
ever since. But the increase has seen them move
to their first permanent home in the Beddington
Heights Community Arts Centre.
Artistic director George Smith says Storybook had
already found the space, but the increase pushed his
company to move sooner than anticipated.
“We hadn’t planned on moving this year,” says
Smith. “But we spent $35,000 at the Pumphouse
annually. That was going to turn into $75,000. We
figured if we took that and spent it accelerating
the renovation of this space, we would benefit this
year and the year after that and it becomes a legacy
investment.”
By partnering with Front Row Centre Players, Storybook has invested $2.5 million into the community
centre, showing the new location’s first production,
“White Christmas,” Nov. 23 to Dec. 16.
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‘C of Red’ going green

The Calgary Flames and other NHL teams are making an effort to be environmentally responsible
Max Shilleto | mshilleto@cjournal.ca

I

n a city where oil and gas is king, the other teams don’t have in beCalgary Flames and Scotiabank Sading part of this shift.
dledome management are going
As a result, the Flames aren’t
against the grain by implementing new able to cut back on electrical
practices in an effort to become more
costs, or install green technoloenvironmentally responsible.
gies in the same way that other
The Flames have previously been
sports teams have been.
scrutinized for their environmental
However, there is still more
practices.
the Flames and the SadIn a 2010 CBC report, the Flames
dledome could be doing.
were singled out for not recycling the
For example, Fenway Park,
plastic cups used on game nights. A
the legendary 100-year-old
team representative has said that was
baseball stadium and home of
due to the city not having the facilities
the Boston Red Sox, installed
for that recycling.
solar panels to help heat the
But now, as the city makes a shift
stadium’s water.
towards environmental sustainability,
The Staples Center, home of
so does its hockey team.
the Los Angeles Kings, is doing
“We don’t stand on a soap box to tell
the same.
everyone how great we are,” said Mark
Meanwhile, according to a
Vaillant, the Calgary Flames’ green
recent report from the Natural
committee member. “We do it because
Resources Defense Council, the
it’s the right thing to do.”
Montreal Canadiens’ home, the
Last season, because of the city’s
Bell Centre, has a 10-member
revamped recycling facilities, the Sadteam to sort recyclable from
Photo Illustration: Max Shilleto/Calgary Journal
dledome successfully launched a “Go
the regular garbage recepLast season the Scotiabank Saddledome started the Scotiabank Saddledome
Green” program.
tacles.
started the “Go Green” program that saw 60 recycling receptacles installed in the
This meant the plastic cups were reThe Canadiens have also
main concourse level.
placed with biodegradable cups. Sixty
installed low flow fixtures in
recycling bins were also installed for
their 258 washrooms, which
preserve the conditions that fostered
best organic ingredients will do.
fans to dispose of their new containers.
resulted in a 20 per cent reduction of
our beloved game.”
It was with the Flames that Ference
“We wanted to give the 1.5 million water use.
At the beginning of the 2010-2011
started hatching his plans to make his
fans that go through this building every
In response, Peter Hanlon, vice
season, the league’s food recovery
fellow NHLers environmentally responyear the opportunity to be the catalyst president of communications for the
program was implemented in all of the
sible, as well.
for diverting waste from landfills,” Vail- Calgary Flames said: “We are doing
NHL’s 30 arenas.
After a breakfast with environmental
lant said.
certain things in
The league said the initiative has
expert, David Suzuki, Ference decided
“Maybe five
arena, such as
diverted 210 tons of leftover food on
to partner with the NHL Players Assoor ten years ago
motion sensors
game nights from landfills to local
ciation to offset carbon emissions one
there was one
on electrical
shelters. This equated to 320,000 meals
player at a time.
place doing it,
and plumbing
to North Americans in need.
That effort has included getting NHL
and it was very
in several of our
This year, the NHL has teamed
players to purchase carbon credits,
hard to get any
public washwith Sterling Planet, a company that
offsetting the nearly ten tons of greenmomentum.
room facilities
helps businesses reduce their carbon
house gas emissions they are estimated
“But now you
now.”
footprints.
to produce each year.
Those
see more and
Mitchell said the partnership
At a recent news conference in
more people
changes are
reduced the league’s greenhouse gas
Seattle, Ference explained his initiamaking that
in keeping
emissions by 97 million tons.
tive this way: “Either you respect your
with an overall
change.”
Mitchell credits players such as
kids, your neighbors, your city and our
environmental
Additionformer Flames defenceman, Andrew
future – either you respect it enough
— Mark Vaillant, Vice President of
commitment by
ally, if the SadFerence, for bringing attention to envito get up and do something about it or
dledome seems
Food and Beverage, Calgary Flames the league.
ronmental issues and living a sustainyou don’t.”
brighter, it may
It was two
able lifestyle off the ice.
Gwen Barlee, policy director for the
years ago that it
be because of
Ference, who now plays for the
Wilderness Committee is appreciative
the energy efficient LED lighting that promised to become more green-conBoston Bruins, has been described by
of such efforts.
has been installed in different parts of scious by partnering with the defense
some as an “eco-warrior.”
“I think we’re starting to move in the
the arena.
council and introducing the NHL Green
In his National Geographic web
right direction,” Barlee said.
This past September, the Flames, in a program.
series, “Beyond the Puck,” Ference talks
Barlee said, “As a society there are
partnership with RONA, also unveiled a
The program was created with
about being an environmental activist,
many things we can do to address
newly refurbished rink in Dover that uses hockey’s close ties to nature in mind.
which includes riding his bike to and
climate change in our own lives. If we
LED lighting to cut back on energy conOmar Mitchell, the NHL’s director of
from games and practices at the TD
engage in better retrofits, if we use
sumption as well.
sustainability said via email: “Most of
Bank Garden. When bicycling is impospublic transportation and if we practice
Operating out of the fifth oldest sta- our players learned to skate on ponds
sible during Boston’s winter, Ference
better energy conservation it could
dium, and the third coldest of the NHL and outdoor rinks, and accordingly,
drives an electric sports car, made by
be a huge step to reducing our own
cities, the Calgary Flames face challenges we take seriously our responsibility to
Fisker. For a pre-game meal, only the
carbon footprint.”

“We don’t stand on
a soap box to tell
everyone how great
we are, we do it
because it’s the right
thing to do.”
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Balancing act
University sports makes for
better students and higher
grades
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Landon Wesley | lwesley@cjournal.ca

B
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Top: For Courtney Fraser, being a better athlete
was more important because of the outside pressure and attention that comes with playing a sport.
Middle: Being a student athlete puts obvious pressure on you to perform on the court, Nick Loewen
said. But it also gives you more motivation to put in
a full effort academically.
Bottom: Fraser said it was a challenge being a
student athlete, but she would do it all over again.
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alancing the demands of
university academics with
competitive team sports is
no easy task.
Athletes who play a sport
competitively at university must
be enrolled in courses. On top of
team practices and weekly games
they must also stay on top of their
school work.
With numerous hours being
spent on the court and in the
classroom, there is no time to be
lazy.
Spencer Carless, a former postsecondary volleyball player with
Concordia University College of
Alberta, said juggling academics
and athletics is all about developing a routine.
“Having a roughly two-hour
practice every day and games
nearly every weekend takes a lot
of time out of the week,” Carless
said. “It obviously leaves less time
for school work. You just learn to
budget time better and fit it in
where you can.”
It may come as a surprise that
a common theme with several
competitors interviewed was that
they found playing a sport actually made them better students.
It also encouraged them to work
harder than the average university
student.
Mount Royal University basketball player Jared Cornish said,:
“Playing a sport helps you achieve
better marks because you have
a strict schedule. If you aren’t an
athlete, sometimes you’ll take
advantage of the free time and
procrastinate a lot more.”
Current MRU volleyball player
Trevor Langvand added; “It’s more
important to be a good student
because succeeding in school is
what opens the door to being an
athlete. If the focus was just on
being an athlete, my career would
be over pretty quickly.”
“As my years went on, I found it
more important to be a good student,” Carless said. “I realize that

education is the primary purpose
of a student athlete and how hard
I work in school sets me up for the
rest of my life.”
Nick Loewen, a basketball
player for MRU, said, “I’m getting
that scholarship to play and go to
school here. The fact that I am getting some school paid for is more
motivation to do well academically.”
However, not all post-secondary
players find being an athlete makes
you a better student.
Cortney Fraser, a former volleyball player at Camosun College
in Victoria, B.C.,
found the relationship of student and athlete
difficult at times.
“I think that
my marks suffered a bit while
I was an athlete
because school
sometimes does
get put on the
back burner
while playing,”
Fraser said.

“I’d say half t,he time I did it, and
half the time I didn’t. There are so
many social situations you would
rather be involved with than stuck
in your room alone doing school
work.”

On The Road
Student athletes spend a lot of
time away from home, which adds
another interesting factor to the
student athlete deal.
“Guys on the team know school
comes first,” Loewen said. “If we
have assignments or projects
we get them done in between
games.”
“I found it more effective to
prepare more in advance. If I knew
I would be travelling on certain
weekends,” Former volleyball
player Carless said. “I would finish
assignments in advance, that way
I could just focus on volleyball that
weekend.”
Former Camosun athlete Fraser
added, “You bring your homework
with you, with the best intentions
to do it while travelling or at night
afterwards in the hotel.

quickly become their main social
circle.
“Much of my socializing was just
going to practice, and having a
good time playing volleyball with
a bunch of my friends,” Carless
said.
Fraser agreed. “With athletics
comes a social life, your teammates become your friends, and
anything, while playing volleyball,
my social life was busier than
ever.”
Meanwhile, Langvand said that
giving up some of his social life
makes it easier to stay focused on
school and volleyball.
“For me the priority is school,
volleyball, work, social life,”
Langvand said. “Fortunately you
can actually incorporate your
social life in your other activities,
and that’s what I try to do.”

Social Life
With all the time spent at team
practices, playing games, and
studying, some would think these
athletes have no time for a social
life.
That may be true in some cases,
however the teammates they
spend hours with every week

“Much of my socializing was
just going to practice, and
having a good time playing
volleyball with a bunch of
my friends.”

— Spencer Carless,
former volleyball player
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The Calgary Dinosaurs play the Calgary Callies in a game at the Subway Soccer Centre.

MRU, U of C and SAIT enter soccer offseason training
Coaches would like to see a Calgary futsal league
Neil Hilts | nhilts@cjournal.ca

S

ince winter arrives so early in most parts of Canada
and lasts through to the spring, playing soccer
outdoors is not a reality through the cold months.
However, after the university soccer season ends in
early November, it does not mean it is the end for the
University of Calgary Dinos, the Mount Royal University
Cougars and the SAIT Trojans varsity soccer teams.
The Dinos’ men’s players join the Alberta Major Soccer League as the Calgary Dinosaurs for the winter and
spring, where they play indoor soccer until the snow
melts, before heading back to the field.
Brian McDonnell, the head coach of the Dinos men’s
team, says the Alberta schools are at an inconvenience
to play indoors.
“The biggest thing for us in the offseason is that we’re
at a disadvantage to B.C. teams where they’re able to
play soccer year round, so we need to make sure we’re
playing as competitive soccer as possible,” McDonnell
said.
Indoor soccer is not as good for skills as futsal, which is
played inside a gym using a soccer ball and nets that are
the same size as in indoor soccer, but it has boundaries
set up with cones, unlike the other. Indoor soccer also
lacks some skills that outdoor soccer commonly has, said
McDonnell.
“Indoor is difficult,” McDonnell said. “It’s a boarded
game of five a side, and takes away from the traditional
skills some of our athletes need to be working on.
Long balls and lots of aerial challenges don’t happen in
games.”
McDonnell would prefer for his team to play futsal in
an Alberta-wide league, but said he knows indoor soccer
is good for now.
“We would definitely like to see some sort of futsal
created, I know it might be a possibility to look into to
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combining an Alberta Collegiate Athletic Conference
and Canada West for an Alberta league,” McDonnell
said. “We could include more teams. It is something for
down the road. As of right now the indoor board game
is the route we’re taking.”
While the U of C men’s squad plays together throughout the year, the women’s side does not have their own
club team, so they are encouraged to join clubs of their
choice.
Meanwhile, both SAIT and Mount Royal’s men’s and
women’s teams are in the same situation and have to
join club teams that are part of the Alberta Major Soccer
League.
Erin Schwab, assistant coach for the women’s team
at SAIT, said there are eight to ten girls on the same club
team, which is important for building morale and team
chemistry.
Schwab said she would also like to see SAIT play
futsal, and there is a league for colleges in Alberta, but
there is not enough practice space for the teams.
“It’s due to our lack of gym availability. It’s different
playing futsal in a gym facility like we have compared
to an actual futsal gym,” Schwab said. “The flooring is
different. The only time we could practice is in the mornings because the gyms are booked for basketball and
volleyball.”
Most players only stay for a year or two for SAIT, so
there is a large turnover. Making sure the girls are ready
for the next season is important, Schwab said.
“As soon as the season ends, all the players are released
to go play for their club teams,” Schwab said. “In the past,
we have set up training sessions with the teams. We have
Peak Power Sport Development Centre here at SAIT,
and we’ve had them come up with personal training
programs for the players as well,” Schwab said.

Tino Fusco, head coach of the MRU Cougars
women’s team, is trying to implement better training,
but said it’s difficult since he is not a full-time coach.
“With the transition from the CIS, we will increase
our training more to make it more of an annual program. The girls have some post-season fitness testing,
then we’ll be going into our coach-player meeting in
the month of November and early December before they write their final exams,” Fusco said. “Come
January, we’ll start up for our strength training and
conditioning program.”
It would be difficult to create an all Mount Royal
University team into the Alberta Major Soccer League,
where the U of C men’s squad plays, because every
new team must start in the lowest division and work
their way up. “It would take around five years to play
the top competition,” he said.
For Fusco a better offseason training program
should yield better results, he is hopes for more consistency in upcoming seasons.
“I think it is getting in the habit. If you’re an athlete
and you take some time off, then try to get back into
things, it’s harder to get your fitness back up and the
motivation is not there,” he said.
Second year midfielder Kelsey Kinzner of the
Cougars plays with only three of her Mount Royal
teammates on her current club. She said knows that
if more of them could play together it would help
team bonding.
“So far we’ve basically had a nice break to try to
recover and rest from the season. We actually had
fitness training, which was lots of fun,” Kinzner said
sarcastically. “It was a good baseline start. Hopefully
going forward we’ll get a weight program started and
do some more training and practices on weekends.”
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Down, but not out

Canadian men’s skeleton team hopes to recreate success of past Olympics
DAN MACKENZIE | dmackenzie@cjournal.ca

C

anadian skeleton racers have owned the Olympic podium since 2006.
The men’s team in particular has captured
three-of-six possible medals; two gold and one silver,
narrowly missing a complete podium sweep in 2006
by 0.26 of a second. Canada is the only
nation to have 11 sliders qualify for
Olympic competition: six men and five
women.
But times have changed. Duff
Gibson and Jeff Pain, the pair that won
gold and silver in Torino, have retired.
Jon Montgomery, who won gold in
Vancouver, spent last season on a technical development hiatus and has no world ranking.
The net result is that the Sochi Olympics are only 15
months away and the Canadian men do not have a
single slider ranked in the top ten.
However, Gibson, now serving as the team’s head
coach, remains optimistic.
“We might have a really tough-to-beat Canadian
team through and through,” he says of his inexperienced squad.
He says that the results his team gets will largely
depend on how hungry his athletes are.
“Even the best athletes are always striving to do
something a little bit different, a little bit better,” he
says. “You have to elevate your game all the time, to
match up.”

THE STATE OF AFFAIRS
In this all-important year before the Sochi Olympics
for the team, Canada is fielding John Fairbairn, a
competent driver, who Gibson says struggles with his
push and is currently ranked No. 11 in the world; Eric
Neilson, a fitness trainer who lacks experience and consistency who ranks at No.
16; and Montgomery, the 33 year old and
self-confessed “old dog” of the squad who is
busy working his way back to the elite level
after his absence.
To qualify for Olympic contention, a slider
must place within the top six at least four
times over the course of nine World Cup competitions
this season.
THE ODDS
Currently, the top six ranks are occupied by a trio of
Germans, a Russian and two Latvians, including the undisputed and reigning World Cup champion, Martins
Dukurs.
“Dukurs is arguably the best person to ever compete
in skeleton,” Gibson says. “He’s the best combination
you’ve ever had of someone who was almost the No.
1 pusher and almost the No. 1 driver in one person.
That’s basically never happened before.”
Last season, Dukurs won seven of eight World Cup
competitions, has won 12 of the last 16 competitions in
total, and has finished off the only podium three times
since the beginning of
2009. By comparison, the
last podium appearance
made by a Canadian man
in a World Cup competition was in November of
2010.
Behind Dukurs, German
slider, Frank Rommel, Russian Alexander Tretiakov
and Dukurs’ own brother
Tomass have had to content themselves with silver
and bronze, but have
proven to be more than
a match for any Canadian
contender.
“Those guys are the upper echelon,” Neilson says.
“Those are the guys I want
to be.”
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Out of eight nations that have earned World Cup medals over the past three
years, more than 80 per cent were by Latvian, German and Russian sliders.
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THE GREAT RED
AND WHITE HOPE
Canada’s Olympic skeleton hopes rest in a lot
of uncertainty, but there
is room for optimism.
Neilson’s World Cup
performances last season
yielded two top-six results.
“The talent is there, the
potential is there,” Gibson
says, “It’s a matter of cleaning it up.”
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Jon Montgomery enters the 2012-13 season
without a world ranking, hopes to regain his
place among the skeleton elite.

Neilson is heading into his second season in World
Cup competition, making his multiple top-six finishes
significant. Not many do so well in their first season of
competition.
More importantly, Neilson himself says his position
as an underdog gives him an edge.
“You might not think that I’m going to do anything,”
he says, “But just wait, because I’m coming.”
If Neilson can improve his consistency, he may be a
force to be reckoned with. At the 2012 World Championships he finished with an aggregate rank of 13th
overall for the competition, but his final run was the
second fastest of the heat, behind Dukurs.
On top of Neilson’s improvements, Jon Montgomery
has beaten Dukurs when it mattered most: at the 2010
Olympic games.
“Jon is very good at racing big at the big event,”
Gibson says. “I would never write off Jon, that gold
medal-winning performance was maybe the best
performance I’ve ever seen.”
For his part, Montgomery is focused on making sure
that his game is at its peak. Bu, he says the best way to
beat Dukurs is to let Dukurs beat himself.
“Nobody beats another athlete in skeleton racing,”
he says, “You just do the best you can and let the chips
fall where they may.”
He says that his teammates are hungry, talented and
up to the challenge ahead.
But with the odds stacked against them, only the
next 15 months will tell.
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